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Abstract
For a unitary, symplectic, or special orthogonal group over a non-archimedean local field
of odd residual characteristic, we prove that two intertwining cuspidal types are conjugate
in the group. This completes work of the third author who showed that every irreducible
cuspidal representation of such a classical group is compactly induced from a cuspidal type,
now giving a classification of irreducible cuspidal representations of classical groups in terms
of cuspidal types. Our approach is to completely understand the intertwining of the socalled self dual semisimple characters, which form the fundamental step in the construction.
To this aim, we generalise Bushnell–Henniart’s theory of endo-class for simple characters of
general linear groups to a theory for self dual semisimple characters of classical groups, and
introduce (self dual) endo-parameters which parametrise intertwining classes of (self dual)
semisimple characters.

Mathematics Subject Classification 2010: Primary 22E50 (Representations of Lie and
linear algebraic groups over local fields); Secondary 11F70 (Representation-theoretic methods;
automorphic representations over local and global fields)
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Introduction

Let G be a unitary, symplectic or special orthogonal group over a non-archimedean local field F
of odd residual characteristic and let G` be either G in the unitary and symplectic case or the
ambient orthogonal group. In previous works, the third author has developed an approach to
the smooth dual of G via Bushnell–Kutzko types. In this article, we accomplish an important
part of this programme and complete recent work ([12] and [18]) in refining the third author’s
construction [23] of all cuspidal representations of G to a classification. Moreover, we develop a
natural framework for our results on semisimple characters, the theory of endo-parameters for
self dual semisimple characters of G` (and of G), which contains in its core a generalisation of
Bushnell–Henniart’s theory of endo-class ([5]).
In [23], the third author explicitly constructs pairs pJ, λq consisting of a compact open subgroup J of G and an irreducible representation λ of J. If these pairs satisfy certain conditions
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then they are called cuspidal types. The main result of ibid. says that every irreducible cuspidal
representation π of G contains a cuspidal type pJ, λq, and that in this case it is compactly
induced π » indG
J λ. If π contains two cuspidal types then the cuspidal types necessarily intertwine, and in the first main result of this paper we show:
Theorem A (intertwining implies conjugacy). Cuspidal types intertwine in G if and only
if they are conjugate in G.
As conjugate cuspidal types induce isomorphic representations, this completes a classification
by types of the irreducible cuspidal representations of G. This result was expected by analogy
with other classifications of cuspidal representations via types for other connected reductive
groups (such as Bushnell–Kutzko for GLn [9], the third author and Sécherre for inner forms
of GLn [16], and Hakim–Murnaghan for all connected reductive groups under tame conditions
[11]), but our proof has required a substantial amount of work and relies on the main results of
a number of papers (recently, [12] and [18]). We expect this theorem to find many applications
in arithmetic - and will be useful whenever detailed analysis of cuspidal representations of G is
required.
In the second theme of this paper, we generalise Bushnell and Henniart’s notions of potential
simple character and endo-class, as defined in [5], to self dual potential semisimple characters
and endo-class for G. As well as appearing in an essential way in our proof of Theorem A, this
theory warrants independent study and allows a parametrisation of intertwining classes of (self
dual) semisimple characters of GLn , G` and of G via endo-parameters which we introduce at
the end of the paper.
Potential applications include a local Langlands correspondence for endo-parameters or Ramification Theorem for classical groups (see [7, 6.1 Theorem] and, recently, [8] for the state of the
art for GLF pV q), and a decomposition via endo-parameters of the category of all smooth representations of G (see [6, Type Theorem] for simple characters of GLF pV q). Both of which are the
subject of current work of the authors. Let WF denote the Weil group of F , and PF the wild
inertia subgroup of WF . We expect the local Langlands correspondence for endo-parameters to
take the following form:
Conjectural form of the LLC for endo-parameters. Suppose that the defining algebraic
group for G is quasi-split.
(i) There is a unique bijection, compatible with the local Langlands correspondence for G,
between the set of endo-parameters of self dual semisimple characters for G (forgetting
Witt type data) and the set of WF -conjugacy classes of representations of PF which are
extendible to a Langlands parameter WF ˆ SL2 pCq Ñ LGpCq.
(ii) Let φ : WF Ñ LGpCq be a Langlands parameter for an L-packet Πpφq of G. There
is a unique bijection, compatible with the local Langlands correspondence for G, between endo-parameters of representations in Πpφq and the irreducible representations of
CL G pimpφ|PF qq{ZL G pCq.
For symplectic groups Part (i) of the Conjecture follows from current work of the third author
with Blondel and Henniart [2].
Let F {F0 be a quadratic or trivial extension with GalpF {F0 q “ xσy. If V is an F -vector space
with a ε-hermitian form h defining a unitary, symplectic or orthogonal group G` “ UpV, hq,
we let Σ denote the cyclic group of order two generated by the inverse of the adjoint antiinvoluton of h so that G` “ GLpV qΣ . We fix a character of the additive group F ` trivial
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on F0 . Let E “ F rβs be a sum of field extensions of F , and k be an integer satisfying certain
bounds (see Section 8) - a semisimple pair. To a quadruple pV, ϕ, Λ, rq consisting of an F -vector
space V , an embedding ϕ : E Ñ EndF pV q, a ϕpoE q-lattice sequence in V , and an integer r closely
related to k, using work of Bushnell–Kutzko [9] and the third author [22], we can associate a
set CpΛ, r, ϕpβqq of semisimple characters of a compact open subgroup of GLpV q (whose group
level is controlled by k). If in this quadruple V is equipped with a hermitian form h and the
rest of the data satisfies certain duality properties, Σ acts on this set with fixed points, and the
subset of characters fixed by Σ defines by unique restriction to G` the set C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq of self
dual semisimple characters of G` . Moreover, there are natural transfer maps between the sets
of characters defined by different quadruples.
Given a semisimple pair, a pss-character (resp. self dual pss-character ) is a function from the
class of all quadruples pV, ϕ, Λ, rq (resp. ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq) to the class of all semisimple characters
(resp. class of all self dual semisimple characters) whose values are related by transfer. For two
pss-characters (resp. self dual pss-characters), we define comparison pairs in Section 8; these
are essentially pairs of quadruples with the same underlying space (resp. hermitian space),
where we can test if the values of the pss-characters (resp. self dual pss-characters) intertwine.
Note that, in the symplectic case, we need a more restrictive notion of comparison pair a Witt
comparison pair (see Section 8). We call two pss-characters (resp. self dual pss-characters)
endo-equivalent if we can find a pair of values which intertwine and if both semisimple pairs
have the same degree. Our second main theorem is the surprising fact that this definition is
equivalent to the assertion that for all suitable comparison pairs the values intertwine:
Theorem B (10.6). Let Θ´ and Θ1´ be two self dual pss-characters and let Θ and Θ1 be their
lifts. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The self dual pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent;
(ii) The lifts Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent.
(iii) There is a unique matching ζ between the simple blocks of Θ and the simple blocks of Θ1
such that for all Witt ζ-comparison pairs the corresponding realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´
intertwine over G` .
An important corollary of Theorem B is a transitivity of G` -intertwining of self dual semisimple
characters statement in Corollary 10.7, which we extend to an analogous statement for Gintertwining of semisimple characters in Corollary 11.3. While intertwining of characters is
obviously a reflexive and symmetric relation in general, it is clearly not necessarily transitive,
thus the transitivity statement we obtain is a reflection of the structure in the collection of all
(self dual) semisimple characters. These statements are key to our proof of intertwining implies
conjugacy for cuspidal types (Theorem A).
By a deep result of Bushnell–Henniart [6, Intertwining Theorem], simple characters of general
linear groups intertwine if and only if they are endo-equivalent. This not only implies that
intertwining of simple characters with same group level is transitive, it also shows that endoclasses parametrise intertwining classes of simple characters of GLn . In the final section we
prove a broad generalisation of this result to semisimple and self dual semisimple characters by
introducing endo-parameters.
A semisimple character is called full if it lies in a set of semisimple characters CpΛ, 0, βq, and
an endo-class is called full if it contains a pss-characters supported on a semisimple pair pk, βq
with k “ 0. A GL-endo-parameter is a function from the set of all full simple endo-classes E to
the natural numbers (including zero) with finite support.
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Theorem C (13.6). The set of intertwining classes of full semisimple characters for GLF pV q
is in bijection with the set of those endo-parameters f which satisfy
ÿ
degpcqf pcq “ dimF V.
cPE

The definition of endo-parameters for classical groups is much more intricate. We associate to
a self dual simple character a Witt tower of hermitian spaces over a self dual field extension
of F , and show that if two skew semisimple characters intertwine then block-wise their Witt
towers match. We encode this information into an invariant of a skew semisimple character
we call its Witt type, and denote the set of all Witt types for pσ, q by Wσ, . A self dual
semisimple character is called elementary if it is skew or its associated indexing set contains two
elements. A pσ, q-endo-parameter is a map from the set of full elementary pσ, q-endo-classes
E´ to N ˆ Wσ, with finite support. Our final main result shows that pσ, q-endo-parameters
parametrise intertwining classes of full self dual semisimple characters:
Theorem D (13.11). The set of intertwining classes of full self-dual semisimple characters
for G` is in bijection with the set of pσ, q-endo-parameters f “ pf1 , f2 q which satisfy
ÿ
degpcqp2f1 pcq ` dimanpf2 pcqqq “ dimF V,
cPE´

such that the sum of the Witt tower over F of the f2 pcqs is equal to the Witt tower of h. We
extend this theorem to parametrise intertwining classes of self dual semisimple characters of
special orthogonal groups in Corollary 13.12.
We now describe the structure of the article. In Section 2, we carefully recast definitions and
key results relevant to the sequel. In Section 3, we introduce comparison pairs, allowing us in
Section 4 to study endo-equivalence for simple characters for unitary and special orthogonal,
but not symplectic groups. The symplectic case requires quite a lot more work. We introduce
matching Witt towers in Section 5 and more restrictive comparison pairs where we require the
corresponding Witt towers to match called Witt comparison pairs. The main result of Section 5
shows that matching of Witt towers is inherited along defining sequences of simple strata. The
additional condition of Witt comparison pairs allows us in Section 7 to study endo-equivalence
for simple characters for symplectic groups following a study of intertwining simple characters
for symplectic groups in Section 6. In Section 8, we recall definitions of semisimple strata and
characters, and define potential semisimple characters. In Section 9, making significant use
of recent work of the second and third authors [18], we investigate intertwining semisimple
characters. In Section 10, we can finally introduce semisimple endo-equivalence and prove
Theorem B. Section 11 investigates the difference between intertwining under orthogonal and
special orthogonal groups. We then deduce Theorem A (intertwining implies conjugacy for
cuspidal types) in Section 12, using the work of the previous sections to reduce to the level zero
part where it is known thanks to recent results of the first and third authors [12]. Section 13
introduces endo-parameters and proves Theorems C & D on the parametrisation of intertwining
classes of (self dual) semisimple characters by endo-parameters. The appendix generalises results
on intertwining and conjugacy of skew characters of the second and third authors [18] to self
dual characters.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EP/H00534X/1 and EP/M029719/1), the Heilbronn Institute for Mathematical
Research, and Imperial College London. We thank David Helm for his interest and fruitful conversations.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Notation

Let F {F0 be a trivial or quadratic extension of (locally compact) non-archimedean local fields of
odd residual characteristic p, and σ be the generator of GalpF {F0 q. If E is any non-archimedean
local field, we denote by oE the ring of integers of E, pE its maximal ideal, kE “ oE {pE the
residue field, and νE the additive valuation on E, which we will always normalise to have
image Z Y t8u. We fix a uniformiser $F P pF such that σp$F q “ ´$F if F {F0 is ramified,
and σp$F q “ $F otherwise. If E{F is an algebraic extension of non-archimedean local fields,
we write Etr and Eur for the maximal tamely ramified and maximal unramified subextension
of E{F , respectively. Let ψ0 be a character of F0 , with conductor pF0 . We put ψF “ ψ0 ˝TrF {F0 .
Let  “ ˘1, and V be a N -dimensional F -vector, space equipped with a non-degenerate hermitian form h : V ˆ V Ñ F , defined with respect to the involution σ. Thus, h is a biadditive
form h : V ˆ V Ñ F , satisfying
hpxv, ywq “ σpxqσphpw, vqqy,
r “ AutF pV q, and σh denote the adjoint
for all v, w P V , and x, y P F . We let A “ EndF pV q, G
r
anti-involution induced on A by h. Let σ denote both the involution σpgq “ σh pgq´1 , g P G,
r
on G and the involution σpaq “ ´σh paq, a P A, on A. Let Σ “ t1, σu, where 1 acts as the
r and A.
identity on G
We set
r Σ “ tg P G : hpgv, gwq “ hpv, wq, for all v, w P V u,
G` “ G
the F0 -points of a unitary group (if F {F0 is quadratic,  “ ˘1), a symplectic group (if F “
F0 ,  “ ´1), or an orthogonal group (if F “ F0 ,  “ 1), defined over F0 . If G` is not orthogonal
we set G “ G` , and in the orthogonal case we let G denote the special orthogonal subgroup of
r a σ-stable subgroup of G,
r we
elements of determinant 1. We call G a classical group. For H
`
`
r
r
write H “ H X G and H “ H X G.
We denote set of σ-skew-symmetric elements of A by A´ and, for any σ-stable subset X of A,
we write X´ “ X X A´ for the skew-symmetric elements and X` for the symmetric elements.
For a symmetric or skew-symmetric element a of A we define the twist of h by a to be the
form ha : V ˆ V Ñ F defined by
ha pv, wq “ hpv, awq,
for all v, w P V . If a is invertible the adjoint anti-involutions are then conjugate by a
σha pxq “ a´1 σh pxqa,
for all x P A.
Let E “ F rβs be a simple field extension of F . If σ extends to a unique involution σE on E, we
call E a self dual extension and in this case we denote by E0 the fixed field of σE . Let pV, hq
be an ε-hermitian pF {F0 q-space. Let E be a self dual field extension of F equipped with an F embedding ϕ : E ãÑ EndF pV q. We call ϕ self dual if σh ˝ ϕ “ ϕ ˝ σE .
An oF -lattice sequence in V is a map Λ : Z Ñ toF -lattices in V u which is decreasing (we
have Λpkq Ď Λpk ´ 1q, for all k P Z) and periodic (there exists epΛq P Z such that Λpn ` epΛqq “
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pF pΛpnqq, for all n P Z). An oF -lattice sequence Λ in V defines an oF -lattice sequence in A, by
setting
an pΛq “ ta P A : aΛpiq Ď Λpi ` nq, i P Zu, for n P Z.
The oF -lattice apΛq “ a0 pΛq is a hereditary oF -order in A with Jacobson radical a1 pΛq.
If dimkF pΛpiq{Λpi`1qq is independent of i P Z we say that Λ is regular ; or equivalently, that apΛq
is a principal order. The normaliser in GLF pV q of Λ is a compact mod-centre subgroup
npΛq “ tg P GLF pV q : there exists n P Z, gpΛpkqq “ Λpk ` nq, for k P Zu.
We have a group homomorphism νΛ : npΛq Ñ Z by setting νΛ pgq “ n, if gpΛp0qq “ Λpnq.
The kernel of νΛ is a compact open subgroup P pΛq of GLF pV q which coincides with the group
of units in apΛq. This subgroup has a decreasing separable filtration by compact open pro-p
subgroups Pn pΛq “ 1 ` an pΛq, for n ě 1.
If L is an oF -lattice in V , we put L7 “ tv P V : hpv, Lq Ď pF u. An oF -lattice sequence Λ
in V is called self dual (with respect to the -hermitian form h on V ) if there exists d P Z, such
that Λpd´kq “ Λpkq7 , for all k P Z. If Λ is self dual, then P ´ pΛq “ P pΛqXG` is a compact open
subgroup of G. Intersecting the decreasing separable filtration Pn pΛq of P pΛq with G` gives a
decreasing separable filtration Pn´ pΛq of P ´ pΛq by compact open pro-p subgroups. The quotient
group M ´ pΛq “ pP ´ pΛqXGq{P1´ pΛq is the group of kF0 -points of a reductive group M´ defined
over kF0 . However, the algebraic group M´ need not be connected. We let P ˝ pΛq denote the
inverse image in P ´ pΛqXG of the kF0 -points of the connected component of M´ , and call P ˝ pΛq
a parahoric subgroup of G.

2.2

Witt towers, transfer of forms

First we recall the definition of the Witt group over local fields. Let a P F be such that a “ σpaq.
We write xay for the one-dimensional E-vector space with -hermitian form hpα, βq “ σpαqaβ,
for α, β P F . We let H denote the hyperbolic plane, and, for m P N, let mH denote the
orthogonal sum of m copies of H. We will always choose a basis so that the Gram matrix of mH
is anti-diagonal with ’s and 1’s on the anti-diagonal. Let V be an -hermitian F -space, by this
we mean an F -vector space equipped with non-degenerate -hermitian form h with respect to σ.
Then there exists m P N0 and an anisotropic space V0 such that V is isometric to mH ‘ V0 ;
moreover, the integer m and the isometry class of V0 are unique. We call V0 the anisotropic
part of V (or of h) and write dimanpV q “ dimpV0 q, the anisotropic dimension of V .
For an -hermitian form h, we call the class of all -hermitian spaces with anisotropic part
isometric to the anisotropic part of h the Witt tower of h. The Witt group Wσ, pF q is the
abelian group formed from the abelian semigroup of Witt towers of -hermitian forms induced
by orthogonal sum of -hermitian spaces.
(i) Unitary case: If F {F0 is quadratic and  “ ˘1, Wσ, pF q is of order 4 and is isomorphic to
the Klein group if ´1 P NF {F0 pE ˆ q, and is cyclic if not.
(ii) Orthogonal case: If F {F0 is trivial and  “ 1, Wid,1 pF q is of order 16.
(iii) Symplectic case: If F {F0 is trivial and  “ ´1, Wid,´1 pF q is trivial.
For -hermitian spaces pV, hq and pV 1 , h1 q, we will write h ” h1 if they define the same element
of the Witt group, i.e. are in the same Witt tower.
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Let E “ F rβs{F be a self dual field extension with the induced involution σE , in particular β
is zero or E ‰ E0 , since σE pβq “ ´β, and λ : E Ñ F be a non-zero F -linear form on E
which is pσE , σq-equivariant. Such forms exist, indeed, we can choose such a linear form λ by
setting λp1q “ 1 and λpβq “ λpβ 2 q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λpβ n´1 q “ 0. We will denote this particular choice
by λβ . Let pV, hq be an -hermitian E-space. Then pV, λ ˝ hq is a non-degenerate -hermitian F space, called the transfer of pV, hq. It is easy to see that the transfer preserves orthogonal sums,
isometries, and hyperbolic spaces. Hence it induces a group homomorphism
λ˚ : WσE , pEq Ñ Wσ, pF q.
In general, it is easy to see that this homomorphism is not bijective (for example, by taking E{F
of even dimension). However, we have the following rather surprising theorem:
Theorem 2.1. Assume that if F {F0 is trivial then  “ 1 (the non-symplectic case). Then
restriction of the transfer homomorphism λ˚ : WσE , pEq Ñ Wσ, pF q to spaces of the same
parity of dimension is injective.
Note that, the assertion of the theorem would not be true without the assumption that E “ F rβs
is a self dual field extension.
Proof. By twisting, and composing with a transfer Wσ,1 pF q Ñ Wid,1 pF0 q if necessary, it is
sufficient to prove it in the orthogonal case F “ F0 . For separable extensions the statement
with λ “ TrE{F is proved in [13]. In ibid. it is explained that the statement also holds for
inseparable extensions (cf. [13, Remark 1.4]), while a different proof for inseparable extensions
can be found in the proof of [18, Theorem 4.4] where particular linear forms are chosen. However,
the following simple observation shows that if the result holds for one pσE , σq-equivariant linear
form then it holds for all such forms:
Lemma 2.2. Let λ, λ1 be non-zero pσE , σq-equivariant F -linear forms on E, then there exists a
unique γ P E0 such that λpxγq “ λ1 pxq for all x P E. Moreover, the image λ˚ pWσE , pEqq of λ˚
in Wσ, pF q is independent of the choice of λ.
Proof. From the bijection of E onto its dual space, there exists a unique γ P E such that λpxγq “
λ1 pxq for all x P E. As λ, λ1 are self dual, one finds λpσE pxqσE pγqq “ λpσE pxqγq, which implies
that γ “ σE pγq, i.e. γ P E0 . (Note that, similarly, for any γ P E0 , the form γ ¨ λpxq “ λpxγq
is always self dual.) The second part follows as multiplication by Epγq (given by the tensor
product) defines an automorphism of the Witt ring WσE , pEq.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proposition 2.3 ([18, Theorem 4.4]). The map λ˚ maps the Witt tower of maximal anisotropic
dimension to the Witt tower of maximal anisotropic dimension.
We will need more precise information on the image of the transfer homomorphism in particular
instances.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose  “ 1. Let E “ F rβs be a self dual extension of F of degree n, pV, hE q be an -hermitian E-space, and λ be any pσE , σq-equivariant F -linear form
on E.
(i) Granted p ‰ 2, we have
detpλ˚ pV qq “ detpλ˚ x1yqdimE pV q NE{F pdetpV qq.
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(ii) In Wσ, pF q, we have
#
x1y
if n is odd;
λ˚β px1yq ”
n
`1
x1y ‘ xp´1q 2 NE{F pβqy otherwise.
Proof. The analogue of these statements for transfer of quadratic forms are proved by Scharlau
in [15, Lemma 5.8, Theorem 5.12]. The hermitian case follows mutatis. mutandis. being careful
of the extra signs which appear, and for this reason we sketch the proof of Part (ii). Suppose β
has minimal polynomial X n ` βn´1 X n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` β1 X ` β0 . Then we can easily calculate the
Gram matrices of the form λ˚β px1yq:
¨
1
˚0
˚
˚ ..
˚.
˚
˚
Jpλβ px1yqq “ ˚ .
˚ ..
˚
˚.
˝ ..

0
0

¨¨¨
0

¨¨¨
0

0
0

0

0

´β0

0

0

0
.
..
‹
‹

‹
‹

0
p´1qn´1 β0
n
0 p´1q β0
‹

‹

˛
0
`β0 ‹
‹
‹
‹ ‹
‹
‹,
‹ ‹
‹
‹
‹ ‚
‹

In particular, if n “ rE : F s is odd, then λ˚β px1yq » n´1
2 H ‘ x1y, as it is an orthogonal sum of x1y
with the subspace X generated by β, β 2 , . . . , β n ; however, X has a totally isotropic subspace of
n´1
half its dimension generated by β, β 2 , . . . β 2 , hence is hyperbolic. Similarly, if n “ rE : F s is
n
`1
2
even, then λ˚β px1yq » n´2
NE{F pβq.
2 H ‘ x1y ‘ xδy, with δ “ p´1q
We will need two properties of the norm map:
Lemma 2.5. Let F ‰ F0 and E{F be a finite field extension and σE be a non-trivial involution
on E extending σ and α P E0 .
(i) Then NE{F pαq “ NE0 {F0 pαq.
(ii) We have α P NE{E0 pE ˆ q if and only if NE0 {F0 pαq P NF {F0 pF ˆ q.
Proof. Consider all field extensions in a given Galois closure F of F0 . Let m “ rE : F ssep
be the degree of the separable part of the extension and d “ rE : F srad be the degree of the
inseparable part of the extension so that rE : F s “ dm. Similarly, define d0 and m0 for the
extension E0 {F0 . Then, as p ‰ 2, we have d “ d0 and m “ m0 . Let τ1 , . . . , τm denote the m
distinct F -homomorphisms E ãÑ F. For each i, the homomorphism τi |E0 : E0 ãÑ F is an F0 homomorphism, and for i ‰ j, we have τi |E0 ‰ τj |E0 as E “ F E0 and they are distinct as F homomorphisms E ãÑ F. The first assertion now follows by definition of the norms. The second
assertion for purely inseparable extensions E{F follows directly by considering valuations, as in
this case rE : F s is necessarily odd. Thus, by transitivity of the norm, we can suppose that E{F
and hence E0 {F0 is separable. By local class field theory, for any finite abelian extension K{k
(contained in a given separable closure) of local fields (so, for example as p ‰ 2, E{E0 or F {F0 ),
we have an isomorphism
ArtK{k : k ˆ {NK{k pK ˆ q » GalpK{kq.
Moreover, the base change property of class field theory applied to the field extensions above,
gives on E0ˆ {NE{E0 pE ˆ q
ResE
F ˝ ArtE{E0 “ ArtF {F0 ˝NE0 {F0 .
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We have GalpE{E0 q “ t1, σE u and GalpF {F0 q “ t1, σu, with ResE
F pσE q “ σ, and the Artin
reciprocity maps are isomorphisms. Hence ArtE{E0 is trivial on the class of α if and only
if ArtF {F0 ˝NE0 {F0 is also trivial on this class, and the second assertion follows.
Remark 2.6. In the quadratic unitary case:
(i) As dimension and determinant modulo the norm group NF {F0 pF ˆ q form a complete set
of invariants, i.e. characterise -hermitian spaces up to isometry completely, Lemma 2.5
and Proposition 2.4 combine to characterise the standard transfer λ˚β of the self dual field
extension E “ F rβs completely.
(ii) Let x be a non-zero element of F0 :
(a) If ´1 is a square in F , then x is a norm with respect to NF {F0 if and only if x is a
square in F .
(b) If ´1 is not a square in F , then x is a norm with respect to NF {F0 if and only if
either νF0 pxq is even and x is a square in F or νF0 pxq is odd and x is not square
in F .

2.3

Self dual embeddings and transfer

Let ϕ : E ãÑ A be a self dual embedding. This gives V the structure of an E-vector space and
we write Vϕ when we want to make it clear that we are considering V as an E-vector space
via ϕ. The F -linear map
HomE pVϕ , Eq Ñ HomF pV, F q
ψ ÞÑ λ ˝ ψ
is an isomorphism of F -vector spaces, and the pF {F0 q-form h defines an isomorphism V Ñ
HomF pV, F q by v ÞÑ hpv, ´q. We let ψv P HomE pVϕ , Eq be the unique E-linear map such
that hpv, ´q “ λ ˝ ψv , then define hϕ : Vϕ ˆ Vϕ Ñ E by hϕ pv, wq “ ψv pwq.
Lemma 2.7 ([4, Lemma 5.3]). The map hϕ : Vϕ ˆVϕ Ñ E is a nondegenerate hermitian pE{E0 qform. Moreover, it is the unique hermitian pE{E0 q-form on Vϕ such that hpv, wq “ λphE pv, wqq
for all v, w P V .
Sometimes, it will be more convenient to take an element β P A generating a field, and consider
the embedding to be the inclusion of the subfield of A. We denote the form given by the lemma
for this embedding by hβ .
Let ϕ, ϕ1 : E ãÑ A be self dual F -embeddings and pVϕ , hϕ q and pVϕ1 , hϕ1 q be the hermitian pE{E0 q-spaces defined by pV, hq and a fixed pσE , σq-invariant F -linear form as in Lemma 2.7.
An observation of the second author in [17], we use later without reference, is the following useful
corollary of Lemma 2.7.
Corollary 2.8 ([17, Proposition 1.3]). The hermitian pE{E0 q-spaces pVϕ , hϕ q and pVϕ1 , hϕ1 q are
isometric if and only if the embeddings ϕ and ϕ1 are conjugate in UpV, hq.

2.4

Potential simple characters

For the remainder, we fix our quadratic or trivial extension F {F0 , σ the generator of GalpF {F0 q,
and a choice of sign .
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A stratum in A is a 4-tuple rΛ, n, r, βs where Λ is an oF -lattice sequence, n, r P Z, with n ě
n
r ě 0, and β P a´n pΛq. The fraction epΛq
is called the level of the stratum. We call the
stratum rΛ, r, r, 0s a zero-stratum. A stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called pure if it is zero or E “ F rβs is
a field, Λ is an oE -lattice sequence, and νΛ pβq “ ´n. Let nk pβ, Λq “ tx P apΛq : βx´xβ P ak pΛqu
and define the critical exponent k0 pβ, Λq by
k0 pβ, Λq “ max tνΛ pβq, suptk P Z : nk pβ, Λq Ę apΛE q ` a1 pΛquu ,
for non-zero β and k0 p0, Λq “ ´8. A pure stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called simple if k0 pβ, Λq ă ´r,
in particular if n “ r then the stratum has to be zero. A stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called self dual
if Λ is a self dual oF -lattice sequence and β P A´ .
For a pure stratum we call rE : F s the degree of the stratum, and for all objects which are
defined using a field extension E|F we call rE : F s the degree of this object, e.g. of a simple
pair, a ps-character, a character, etc, see below.
Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a simple stratum in A with non-zero β. Associated to rΛ, n, r, βs and our
initial choice of ψF , in the work of Bushnell and Kutzko [9] - extended to non-strict lattice
sequences by the third author in [22], are a compact open subgroup H r`1 pβ, Λq of P pΛq and a
set of characters CpΛ, r, βq of H r`1 pβ, Λq called simple characters. For the stratum rΛ, r, r, 0s
we define CpΛ, r, 0q to be the singleton consisting only of the trivial character on H r`1 p0, Λq
which is defined as Pr`1 pΛq. This trivial character is also called a simple character.
r`1
Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a self dual simple stratum in A. Then H´
pβ, Λq “ H r`1 pβ, Λq X G is a com´
pact open subgroup of P pΛq, and we can define a set of self dual simple characters C´ pΛ, r, βq
r`1
of H´
pβ, Λq by restriction from CpΛ, r, βq. This restriction of characters coincides with the
Glauberman correspondence by [20, §2]. A character θ P CpΛ, r, βq is called σ-invariant if it is
r and we write CpΛ, r, βqσh for the
fixed by the involution x ÞÑ σpxq “ σh pxq´1 , for all x P G,
subset of σ-invariant characters. By the Glauberman correspondence, if θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq is a
r`1
simple character, then there is a unique θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh whose restriction to H´
pβ, Λq is θ´ .
We call θ the lift of θ´ .

Let E “ F rβs be a field extension and denote nF pβq “ ´νE pβq. Let ΛpEq be the oF lattice sequence i ÞÑ piE , i P Z. This is the unique (up to translation) oE -lattice chain in E,
and νΛpEq pβq “ νE pβq. For any integer 0 ď k ď nF pβq ´ 1, the stratum rΛpEq, nF pβq, k, βs
in EndF pEq is pure; and we set
k0 pβ, ΛpEqq
kF pβq “
.
epE{F q
Remark 2.9. Note that our definition of kF pβq differs by a normalisation from the standard
choice of Bushnell–Henniart [5]; we make this change as with this normalisation kF pβq generalizes to the semisimple case.
A simple pair over F is a pair rk, βs where E “ F rβs is a finite field extension of F and k is an
integer satisfying 0 ď k ă ´kF pβqepE{F q. A simple pair rk, βs over F is called self dual if E “
F rβs is a self dual field extension. Given a simple pair rk, βs, we consider quadruples pV, ϕ, Λ, rq,
consisting of: a finite dimensional F -vector space V ; an embedding ϕ : E ãÑ A; a ϕpoE q-lattice
Y
]
r
sequence Λ in V (hence we have ϕpE ˆ q Ď KpΛq); and an integer r such that the group level epΛq
is equal to k. Given such a quadruple pV, ϕ, Λ, rq, we obtain a simple stratum rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs
in A, with n “ ´νE pβqepΛE q, which we call a realisation of the simple pair rk, βs. (It is simple
1
as kF pβq “ epΛE qepE{F
q k0 pβ, Λq by [9, 1.4.13]). Let rk, βs be a simple pair and Qpk, βq denote
the class of all such quadruples pV, ϕ, Λ, rq. Suppose that rk, βs is self dual. Let Q´ pk, βq denote
the class of all quadruples ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq where pV, hq is an -hermitian F -space; pV, ϕ, Λ, rq P
10

Qpk, βq, and ϕ, Λ are self dual with respect to h. We note that the set Q´ pk, βq just depends on
our initial choice of σ, . If ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq P Q´ pk, βq, then rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs is a self dual simple
stratum which we call a (self dual) realisation of the self dual simple pair rk, βs.
For realisations rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1 , n1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqs of a simple pair rk, βs there is a canonical
bijection
τΛ,Λ1 ,β : CpΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ CpΛ1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqq,
by [9, 3.6.14], where despite the dependence of τΛ,Λ1 ,β on pϕ, ϕ1 , r, r1 q we do not include it in
our notation. Let rk, βs be a self dual simple pair. By [22, Proposition 2.12], if rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs
and rΛ1 , n1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqs are self dual realisations of rk, βs, then τΛ,Λ1 ,β commutes with the involutions defined on Cpϕpβq, r, Λq and Cpϕ1 pβq, r1 , Λ1 q and restricts to give a bijection
τΛ,Λ1 ,β : C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C´ pΛ1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqq.
We let Cpk, βq denote the class of all simple characters defined by a realisation of a simple
pair rk, βs and C´ pk, βq denote the class of all self dual simple characters defined by a realisation
of a self dual simple pair rk, βs, i.e.
ď
ď
Cpk, βq “
CpΛ, r, ϕpβqq, C´ pk, βq “
C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq.
(2.10)
pV,ϕ,Λ,rq
PQpk,βq

pV,ϕ,Λ,rq
PQ´ pk,βq

Note that, as introduced by Bushnell and Henniart in [5], the standard notation for Cpk, βq
is Rpk, βq.
A potential simple character, or ps-character, supported on the simple pair rk, βs is a function,
Θ : Qpk, βq Ñ Cpk, βq
such that ΘpV, ϕ, Λ, rq P CpΛ, r, ϕpβqq, for pV, ϕ, Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, and
ΘpV 1 , ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q “ τΛ,Λ1 ,β pΘpV, ϕ, Λ, rqq,
for pV, ϕ, Λ, rq, pV 1 , ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q P Qpk, βq. For pV, ϕ, Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, we call ΘpV, ϕ, Λ, rq a realisation of Θ. Thus, a ps-character is determined by any one of its realisations. Let Θ be a
ps-character supported on the simple pair rk, βs and Θ1 be a ps-character supported on the
simple pair rk 1 , β 1 s. We say that Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent, denoted Θ « Θ1 , if both have
the same degree, k “ k 1 and there exists a finite dimensional vector space V , which is part
of a quadruple pV, ϕ, Λ, rq P Qpk, βq and part of a quadruple pV, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q P Qpk 1 , β 1 q, such
that ΘpV, ϕ, Λ, rq and Θ1 pV, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q intertwine in GLF pV q, i.e. there exist realisations on a
common vector space which intertwine. We have the following key results for ps-characters
Theorem 2.11 ([3, Theorem 1.11] and [5, Corollary 8.10]). Suppose we are given two endoequivalent ps-characters Θ and Θ1 supported on rk, βs and rk, β 1 s, respectively, and let θ and θ1
be realisations of Θ and Θ1 , respectively, on the same vector space V . Then, θ and θ1 intertwine
over G̃.
Theorem 2.12 ([3, Corollary 8.3]). This defines an equivalence relation on the class of pscharacters.
The equivalence classes are called simple GL-endo-classes.
Theorem 2.13. Let θ, θ1 and θ2 be simple characters with the same group level and the same
degree. If θ intertwines with θ1 and θ1 intertwines with θ2 over G̃, then θ intertwines with θ2
over G̃.
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The Theorem is proven for the case of strict lattice sequences in [6, Corollary 2].
Proof. The ps-characters Θ and Θ2 defined by θ and θ2 are endo-equivalent to each other by
Theorem 2.13 and thus θ and θ2 intertwine by some element of G̃ by Theorem 2.11.
The equality of the degrees of simple characters is a result of intertwining if one assumes that
both characters have the same period and r “ r1 :
Theorem 2.14. Suppose two simple characters θ P CpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 q of the same
period intertwine. Then epE|F q “ epE 1 |F q, f pE|F q “ f pE 1 |F q and k0 pβ, Λq “ k0 pβ 1 , Λ1 q.
Proof. Using the :-construction from [12, §3.1] we can assume that Λ and Λ1 are lattice chains
of the same period. Then by Theorem [9, 3.5.11] these characters are conjugate and thus [9,
3.5.1] provides the desired equalities.
A ps-character supported on a self dual simple pair rk, βs is called σ-invariant if for any
(or equivalently one) self dual realisation of rk, βs the value is σ-invariant. A self dual pscharacter is a function, Θ´ : Q´ pk, βq Ñ C´ pk, βq such that Θ´ ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq P C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq,
for ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq P Q´ pk, βq, and
Θ´ ppV 1 , h1 q, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q “ τΛ,Λ1 ,β pΘ´ ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rqq,
for ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq, ppV 1 , h1 q, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q P Q´ pk, βq. Thus, again, a self dual ps-character is determined by any one of its realisations. By the Glauberman correspondence, every self dual
ps-character comes uniquely from the restriction of a σ-invariant ps-character. We call the
values of Θ´ realisations and the σ-invariant ps-character Θ : Qpk, βq Ñ Cpk, βq which restricts
to Θ´ the lift of Θ´ .
We will need a proposition on minimal elements in tamely ramified field extensions:
Proposition 2.15. Suppose E1 {F and E2 {F are two finite field extensions with the first one
being tamely ramified. Further, let bi be an element of Eiˆ , i “ 1, 2, such that
(i) F rb1 s “ E1 and νE1 pb1 q is prime to epE1 {F q which we denote by e,
(ii) νE1 pb1 q{e is equal to νE2 pb2 q{epE2 {F q, and
´νE pb1 q

´νE pb1 q

(iii) be1 $F 1
` pE1 and be2 $F 1
` pE2 have the same minimal polynomial over kF , and
the first element generates the residue field kE1 over kF .
Then, there is an F -embedding φ : E1 Ñ E2 such that
νE2 pφpb1 q ´ b2 q ą νE2 pb2 q.
´νE pb1 q

over kF , and choose a lift P P oF rXs
Proof. Let P be the minimal polynomial of be1 $F 1
of P . Hensel’s lemma guaranties the existence of zeroes γ1 P E1,ur and γ2 P E2,ur of P congruent
´νE pb1 q

to bei $F 1
mod pEi , respectively. There is an F -monomorphism from E1 into an algebraic
closure of E2 which maps γ1 to γ2 , and thus we can assume that F “ E1,ur and γ1 “ γ2 . By
Bezout’s lemma it is enough to restrict to the case where b1 is a uniformiser. Let $
r P pk zp2k be
e
´1
e
´1
r
r ´1 and
r
an eth power in E1 . Then b1 $
and b1 $
are e-th powers. The latter is equal to be2 $
r ´1 , respectively, such that λ1 is equal to λ2 . The F Hensel’s lemma provides e-th roots λi of bei $
´1
´1
monomorphism φ which maps b1 λ1 to b2 λ´1
2 satisfies that φpb1 qb2 is an element of 1`pE2 .
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Remark 2.16. An element b1 as in Proposition 2.15 is called a minimal element for E1 {F , see
[9, 1.4.14].

3

Comparison pairs

Let rk, βs be a self dual simple pair. Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a self dual simple stratum for rk, βs (in
particular the group level is k) in an -hermitian pF {F0 q-space V , and let θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq. This
gives V the structure of a -hermitian pE{E0 q-space defining a class in Wσ, pEq, and we will say
that the Witt group Wσ, pEq is the Witt group of the stratum, of θ´ , or of β, with respect .
Definition 3.1. Let Θ´ and Θ1´ be two self dual ps-characters supported on possibly different simple pairs rk, βs and rk, β 1 s for the same k. We call two elements ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq
and ppV 1 , h1 q, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q in the domain of Θ´ and Θ1´ , respectively, a comparison pair if
V “ V 1 , h “ h1 , epΛq “ epΛ1 q, r “ r1 .
A comparison pair pppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq, ppV, hq, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 qq is called strong if Λ “ Λ1 .
We will formulate several statements like “realisations of Θ1´ and Θ1´ with respect to a given
comparison pair intertwine over G` ”. Here, we mean that G` is the classical group defined by
the comparison pair, i.e. it is UpV, hq if the comparison pair is ppV, hq, Λ, ϕ, rq, ppV, hq, Λ1 , ϕ1 , r1 qq.
We are mainly interested in the case of Witt groups of two given quadratic extensions E{E0
and E 1 {E01 which have similar descriptions in terms of units and uniformisers, i.e either Wσ, pEq
and Wσ1 , pE 1 q are isomorphic to a cyclic group of order 4 (i.e. when ´1 is neither a square in E
nor E 1 ) or both are Kleinian four groups and there are generators xa1 y” , xa2 y” for Wσ, pEq
νE 1 pa1i q
νE pai q
and xa11 y” , xa12 y” for Wσ, pEq such that epE|F
q is equal to epE 1 |F q . the next lemma ensures that
this is the case for intertwining positive level self dual simple characters.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that two simple characters θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 qσh intertwine over G` and both lattice sequences have the same period. Then, E{E0 is ramified if and
only if E 1 {E01 is ramified.
Proof. Let e be the period of Λ, hence the period of Λ1 by assumption. Adding 2e shifts of Λ,
we obtain the self dual principal lattice chain
Λ : “ pΛ ´ e ` 1q ‘ . . . ‘ pΛ ´ 0q ‘ pΛ ´ 0q7 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ pΛ ´ e ` 1q7 ,
¨
˛
h
À
˚
. ‹
with respect to -hermitian form h : “ ˝
β (2e-times).
‚ (2e-times). Put β : “
..
h
Similarly, define,
Then
is also a self dual principal lattice chain in pV : , h : q, with
the same jumps in the filtration as Λ : ; hence Λ : and Λ1 : are conjugate in UpV : , h : q. The
characters θ : “ τΛ,Λ : ,β,β : pθq and θ1 : “ τΛ1 ,Λ1 : ,β 1 ,β 1 : pθ1 q are elements of CpΛ : , r, β : qσh : and
CpΛ1 : , r, β 1 : qσh : respectively, which intertwine over UpV : , h : q (cf. [12, §3] for more details on
constructions like this). Thus we can restrict to the case that both lattice sequences coincide
by [17, Proposition 5.2] and that the characters θ : and θ1 : coincide by intertwining implies
conjugacy B.1. By [10, 5.2 (i)] the residue fields of F rβs and F rβ 1 s coincide in a{a1 and thus
the induced action of σh on the residue fields also coincide, which finishes the proof.
Λ1 : ,

β1 :.

Λ1 :
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4

The non-symplectic case

Here we assume that we are in non-symplectic case, i.e. if  “ ´1 then F ‰ F0 .
Proposition 4.1. If two pure self dual strata rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, β 1 s of the same
r then they intertwine over G` .
level intertwine over G
Proof. As they intertwine, by [18, Proposition 7.1] the stratum rΛ ‘ Λ1 , n, n ´ 1, β ‘ β 1 s is
equivalent to a simple stratum, and thus by Proposition [20, 1.10] the stratum rΛ ‘ Λ1 , n, n ´
r ˆ G.
r We
1, β ‘ β 1 s is equivalent to a self dual simple stratum rΛ ‘ Λ1 , n, n ´ 1, γs with γ P G
1
can therefore replace β and β by skew-symmetric elements with the same minimal polynomial
over F , implying that they are conjugate by an element of G` by [18, Corollary 5.1] (here we
use that h is not symplectic). Thus the strata in the statement intertwine over G` .
1 P C pΛ, r, β 1 q be two simple characters of G` .
Proposition 4.2. Let θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq and θ´
´
1
Then, their lifts (and hence θ´ and θ´ ) are conjugate over G` if and only if their lifts intertwine
r
over G.

1 we consider lifts θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ 1 P CpΛ, r, β 1 qσh . The proof is
Proof. Instead of θ´ and θ´
by induction on r. The minimal case is given by Proposition 4.1. By the induction hypothesis,
Theorem B.1 and the translation principle Theorem A.1 we can assume that there is a self
dual simple stratum rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs and rΛ, n, r ` 1, β 1 s such that θ
and θ1 coincide on H r`1 pγ, Λq. But then there is skew-symmetric element c of a´pr`1q such
that θ “ θ0 ψβ´γ`c and θ1 “ θ0 ψβ 1 ´γ for some θ0 P CpΛ, r, γqσh and [18, Proposition 9.17 (i)],
Proposition 4.1 and [18, Proposition 9.29 (ii)] imply that the θ and θ1 intertwine over G` . The
result now follows from Theorem B.1.

We give a corollary which will be useful in the next section.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that two simple characters θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 qσh
r and both lattice sequences have the same period. Then, E{E0 is ramified if
intertwine over G
1
and only if E {E01 is ramified.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can reduce to the case where Λ and Λ1 coincide.
Proposition 4.2 implies that the characters are conjugate over G` , and hence intertwine over G` .
Hence we can conclude by Lemma 3.2.
We now define an equivalence relation for self dual ps-characters in the non-symplectic case:
Definition 4.4. Two self dual ps-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ for possibly different simple pairs, are
called endo-equivalent if for all strong comparison pairs their respective realisations intertwine
over G` .
Theorem 4.5. Two self dual ps-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent if and only if there
exists a strong comparison pair such that the realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ on this comparison
pair intertwine over G` .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 2.11.
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5

Matching Witt towers

To incorporate the symplectic case we need a new idea because, in contrast to the non-symplectic
case, two self dual embeddings of a field extension E{F into pA, σh q are not necessarily conjugate
by an element of G` . In fact, we have two conjugacy classes if β is non-zero, i.e. E ‰ E0 . Thus
we need more restrictive comparison pairs in the symplectic case.
Given two self dual field extensions pE “ F rβs{F, σE q and pE 1 “ F rβ 1 s{F, σE 1 q with non-zero
skew-symmetric elements β and β 1 there is a unique bijection
wβ,β 1 : WσE ,´1 pEq Ñ WσE1 ,´1 pE 1 q
which sends the Witt tower of xβy to the Witt tower of xβ 1 y and preserves the anisotropic
dimension. Similarly, there is a unique bijection
wβ 2 ,β 12 : WσE ,1 pEq Ñ WσE1 ,1 pE 1 q
which sends the Witt tower of xβ 2 y to the Witt tower of xβ 12 y and preserves the anisotropic
dimension. We first notice exactly when wβ 2 ,β 12 coincides with w1,1 .
Lemma 5.1. We have w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,β 12 if and only if ´1 P E p2q X E 1p2q or ´1 R E p2q Y E 1p2q
granting β and β 1 to be non-zero.
Proof. If ´1 P E p2q X E 1p2q then β 2 and β 12 are norms and thus w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,β 12 . If ´1 R E p2q Y
E 1p2q then E{E0 and E 1 {E01 are both ramified and β and β 1 have odd valuation. Thus νE pβ 2 q
and νE 1 pβ 12 q are even, but not divisible by 4. As ´1 R E p2q Y E 1p2q it follows that these
squares are not norms and thus w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,β 12 . Analogously, if ´1 P E p2q and not ´1 P E 1p2q
then w1,1 ‰ wβ 2 ,β 12
Let

#
w“

wβ,β 1
wβ 2 ,β 12

if  “ ´1;
if  “ 1.

Let ϕ, ϕ1 be self dual embeddings of E, E 1 into A. Let hϕ (resp. hϕ1 ) be the nondegenerate hermitian pE{E0 q-form (resp. -hermitian pE 1 {E01 q-form) defined as in Section 2.3 from these
embeddings using the standard equivariant linear forms λβ , λβ 1 defined by β, β 1 . For the case
of β “ β 1 “ 0 we define h0 :“ h and w to be the identity of Wσ,´1 pF q Y Wσ,1 pF q.
Definition 5.2. Let F rβs and F rβ 1 s be two self-dual field extension such that β and β 1 are simultaneously zero or non-zero. We say that the Witt towers of hϕ and hϕ1 match if wpphϕ q” q “
phϕ1 q” , and similarly we call a comparison pair pppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, r, q, ppV, hq, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 , qq Witt whenever the Witt towers of hϕ and hϕ1 match.
If we are given a self dual simple stratum rΛ, n, r, βs then we fix in this section a defining
sequence rΛ, n, r ` i, γ piq s for i “ 0, . . . , n ´ r of simple strata, as in [9, 2.4.2]. And analogously,
for a self dual simple stratum rΛ1 , n, r, β 1 s we fix a defining sequence rΛ1 , n, r ` i, γ 1piq s. The main
result of this section is that matching of Witt towers is inherited along defining sequences.
Proposition 5.3. Let θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ, r, β 1 qσh be simple characters. Suppose
r epΛq “ epΛ1 q, and if G` is symplectic that the Witt towers
that θ and θ1 intertwine over G,
of hβ and hβ 1 match. Then the Witt towers of hγ piq and hγ 1piq match for all i.
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Let β and γ be two non-zero skew-symmetric elements of A generating field extensions E and K
of F .
Lemma 5.4. Assume that we are in the non-symplectic case, i.e.  “ 1 or F ‰ F0 . Suppose that dimE V and dimK V have the same parity and either this is even or w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,γ 2
and dimF V is odd. Then the Witt towers of hβ and hγ match.
Proof. By twisting with a skew element of F in the unitary case, if necessary, we can always
assume that  “ 1. If dimE V is even and if λ˚β phβ q is not hyperbolic then by injectivity of λ˚β on
the set of classes of even anisotropic dimension and as hyperbolic spaces transfer to hyperbolic
spaces, the form h is not hyperbolic and thus λ˚γ phγ q is not hyperbolic. Hence
wβ 2 ,γ 2 pphβ q” q “ phγ q” ,
Similarly, if λ˚γ phβ q is hyperbolic we find that wβ 2 ,γ 2 pphβ q” q “ phγ q” .
Next, if dimF V is odd, by assumption we have w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,γ 2 . Thus we have to show that hβ ”
x1y in WσE ,1 pEq if and only if hγ ” x1y in WσK ,1 pKq. However, as dimF V is odd rE : F s
and rK : F s are odd and, we have
λ˚β px1yq ” λ˚γ px1yq ” x1y,
by Proposition 2.4. Finally, we conclude by injectivity of both transfers on their sets of classes
of odd anisotropic dimension.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose  “ 1, F “ F0 , both dimE V and dimK V are odd, w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,γ 2
and there exists a tamely ramified σh -invariant extension Fr{F in E X K not fixed by σh .
Then λ˚β px1yq “ λ˚γ px1yq, and in particular the Witt towers of hβ and hγ match.
Proof. As Fr is not fixed by σh , the F -dimension dimF V is even. By Proposition 2.4, we have
b :” λ˚γ px1yq ” x1y ` x˘NK{F pγqy,

a :” λ˚β px1yq ” x1y ` x˘NE{F pβqy,

where the signs are determined by Proposition 2.4, however the signs are not important for
this proof. If rE : Frs is even then the Fr-dimension of V is even, so rK : Frs is even. Hence
the images of the maps λ˚β : WσE ,1 pEq Ñ Wid,1 pF q and λ˚γ : WσK ,1 pKq Ñ Wid,1 pF q coincide,
consisting of only two elements, the class of hyperbolic F -spaces and the class of the space of
maximal anisotropic dimension. If rE : Frs is odd, then the transfer λ˚β : WσE ,1 pEq Ñ WσFr ,1 pFrq
is a bijection, hence the image of λ˚β : WσE ,1 pEq Ñ Wid,1 pF q is equal to the image of the trace
transfer Tr˚
: Wσ ,1 pFrq Ñ Wid,1 pF q (or any other transfer), by Lemma 2.2. Similarly, the
Fr {F

h

same holds for λ˚γ . Thus, the transfers λ˚β and λ˚γ have the same image. Denote by M the
common image of λ˚β and λ˚γ in Wid,1 pF q.
Now, assume for a contradiction that a and b are different. Then a ´ b is a non-zero element
of M of anisotropic dimension 2. In particular M must have 4 elements, because it contains
also the classes of the hyperbolic and the maximal anisotropic space, and hence M has order 4.
As λ˚β and λ˚γ are injective and the image is order 4, the classes a and b must be non-zero
and a ´ b is either a or b, as in our image we only have two elements of anisotropic dimension
not 0 or maximal. Therefore a “ 2b, as b is non-zero. Hence b has order 4 and M is cyclic. In
particular, M has only one element of order 2. But this is impossible, because the class of the
space of maximal anisotropic dimension and a both have order 2.
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Lemma 5.6. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, β 1 s be two G` -intertwining self dual pure
strata. Then there is an element u P G` such that E X uE 1 u´1 contains a tamely ramified σh invariant extension Fr of F not fixed by σh . Moreover, the field Fr can be chosen to be P ´ pΛqconjugate to the maximal tamely ramified subextension of F rγ pn´1´rq s{F , i.e. of a minimal
stratum equivalent to rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs, and if Λ “ Λ1 then u can be chosen in P pΛq.
Proof. Let Fr denote the maximal tamely ramified subextension of F rγ pn´1´rq s{F and analogously Fr1 denote the maximal tamely ramified subextension F rγ 1pn´1´rq s{F . By Proposition 2.15 and [18, Theorem 5.2] we can assume that Fr is a subfield of E and that Fr1 is a subfield
of E 1 . By Proposition 2.15 there is an σh -equivariant isomorphism φ between Fr{F and Fr1 {F ,
and they are conjugate by an element of G` by [18, Theorem 5.2]. Now assume Λ “ Λ1 , then
it follows from [17, Theorem 1.2] that Fr and Fr1 are conjugate by an element of P ´ pΛq.
r
Lemma 5.7. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, γs be G-intertwining
self dual pure strata.
Suppose that F ‰ F0 , dimE V and dimK V are odd, dimF V is even, epE{F q “ epK{F q,
and epE{E0 q “ epK{K0 q. Then,
(i) w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,γ 2 ;
(ii) λ˚β px1yq “ λ˚γ px1yq;
(iii) the Witt towers of hβ and hγ match.
Proof. The conditions imply that p´1q is a square in E if and only if it is a square in K, and
thus w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,γ 2 by Lemma 5.1.
The strata intertwine over G` by Proposition 4.1, so after conjugation with the element which
intertwines them, we can assume that they intertwine by the identity. By twisting with a skewsymmetric element of F if necessary we can also assume that  “ 1. With the same argument
as the end of the proof of Lemma 5.4, the first two assertions imply the third. Thus it remains
to prove the second assertion.
Let π be a skew-symmetric uniformiser of F . Then we claim that π ´1 β is a norm with respect
to E{E0 if and only if π ´1 γ is a norm with respect to K{K0 . Indeed, the strata intertwine by 1,
so
π ´νE pβq β epE{F q ” π ´νK pγq γ epK{F q pa1 ` a11 q.
Thus π ´νE pβq β epE{F q ` pE is a square in kE if and only if π ´νK pγq γ epK{F q ` pK is a square kK .
If epE{E0 q “ 2 then epE{F q is odd as there is a skew-symmetric uniformiser of F which is a
power of a skew-symmetric uniformiser of E, so the exponent has to be odd. Further, and νE pβq
is odd as β is skew symmetric. Hence π ´1 β is a square if and only π ´1 γ is a square. Hence, π ´1 β
is a norm if and only π ´1 γ is a norm by Remark (ii)(b). If epE{E0 q “ 1 then π ´1 β is a norm
with respect to E{E0 if and only if it has even valuation in E. Now, by our assumptions on the
strata and the ramification indices, the integers νE pπ ´1 βq and νK pπ ´1 γq agree, and thus π ´1 β
is a norm with respect to E{E0 if and only if π ´1 γ is a norm with respect to K{K0 . This
completes the proof of the claim.
By Lemma 2.5, NE{F pπ ´1 βq “ π ´rE:F s NE{F pβq is a norm with respect to F {F0 if and only
if π ´rK:F s NK{F pγq is a norm with respect to F {F0 . But the conditions imply that rE : F s
and rK : F s are even, hence ´NE{F pβq is a norm with respect to F {F0 if and only if ´NK{F pγq
is also a norm with respect to F {F0 . Thus, by Proposition 2.4, λ˚β px1yq and λ˚γ px1yq coincide.
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Proposition 5.8. Let θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 qσh be simple characters which interr Suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1 q, and if G is symplectic suppose further that θ and θ1
twine over G.
intertwine over G` . Then, the Witt towers of hβ and hβ 1 match.
During the proof we use that twisting in the unitary case is a bijection and the following two
elementary properties of twisting:
1

phβ qβ “ phβ qβ ,

p qβ ˝ wβ,β 1 ˝ p qβ

´1

“ wβ 2 ,β 12 .

In particular, thanks to the first property, we can write hββ with no ambiguity.
Proof. From the intertwining of the two characters we find
(i) rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, β 1 s intertwine over G` by Proposition 4.1;
(ii) epE{F q “ epE 1 {F q and f pE{F q “ f pE 1 {F q;
(iii) epE{E0 q “ epE 1 {E01 q, by Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 4.3.
Now in the non-symplectic case the Lemmas 5.4, 5.5 and 5.7 imply that the Witt towers of hβ
and hβ 1 match. We are thus left with the symplectic case. The characters intertwine over G, so
by conjugating if necessary we can assume that they intertwine by the identity. Thus, rΛ, n, n ´
1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, β 1 s intertwine by the identity. In particular, if we twist by β and β 1 , then
1
the orthogonal forms hβ and hβ are isomorphic by an element of P 1 pΛ1 qP 1 pΛq by [18, Corollary
1
3.2]. Hence, wβ 2 ,β 12 phββ q is equal to hββ 1 by the previous cases and thus wβ,β 1 phβ ” q “ hβ 1 ” .
”

”

Definition 5.9 (Witt comparison pair). A comparison pair for self dual ps-characters, see
Definition 3.1, is called Witt, if the corresponding Witt towers match.
Remark 5.10. In the non-symplectic case by Proposition 5.8, for two endo-equivalent self dual
ps-characters every comparison pair is Witt.
We need two further results for the symplectic case to prove Proposition 5.3.
Lemma 5.11. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, γs be self dual pure strata which intertwine
over G` . Suppose that  “ ´1, F “ F0 , dimE V ´ dimK V is even, and either dimE V is even,
or w1,1 “ wβ 2 ,γ 2 . Then, the Witt towers of hβ and hγ match.
Proof. We can assume that the strata intertwine by 1, and hence we have an isomorphism
from hβ to hγ given by an element of P 1 pΛ1 qP 1 pΛq by [18, Corollary 3.2]. Thus, we can restrict
to the orthogonal case, and conclude by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5.
Lemma 5.12. Let rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ, n, n ´ 1, γs be self dual pure strata which intertwine
over G` . Suppose  “ ´1, F “ F0 , dimE V is odd, dimK V is even and γ is minimal. Then
(i) If hβ ” xβy, then hγ is hyperbolic if and only if ´1 is a square in E.
(ii) If hβ ı xβy, then hγ is hyperbolic if and only if ´1 is not a square in E.
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Proof. By intertwining implies conjugacy for simple strata with same lattice sequence, by conjugating if necessary, we can assume that the strata are equivalent. We show that if hβ ” xβy
and ´1 is a square in E then hγ is hyperbolic. The other cases can be proved in a similar fashion. As hβ ” xβy, by twisting we have hββ “ xβ 2 y and xβ 2 y “ x1y because ´1 is a square in E.
However, hβ is isomorphic to hγ by an element u of P 1 pΛq and rΛ, n, n ´ 1, u´1 γus is a minimal
self dual stratum with respect to hβ equivalent to rΛ, n, n´1, βs. By Lemma 5.6 we can choose u
such that E X u´1 Ku contains a σh -invariant, but non-fixed, tamely ramified extension Fr{F .
The conditions on the dimensions imply that rE : Frs is even and thus λ˚β px1yq “ 0 because of
Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.3, i.e. hβ and hγ are hyperbolic. Then, hγγ is hyperbolic, by
injectivity of λ˚γ on classes of even anisotropic dimension, and thus hγ is hyperbolic.
We now can finish the proof of Proposition 5.3.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. The non-symplectic statement is given by Proposition 5.8 and the
symplectic case follows from Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12 applied to the defining sequences together
with the equivalence relation property of matching Witt towers.

6

The symplectic case

In this section we consider only the symplectic case, that is we fix σ “ 1 and  “ ´1. We now
define the equivalence relation for the symplectic case using Witt comparison pairs.
Definition 6.1. Two ps-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ for possibly different simple pairs are called
endo-equivalent if for all strong Witt comparison pairs for Θ´ and Θ1´ the corresponding realisations intertwine over G.
We now formulate an analogue of Theorem 4.5 for the symplectic case:
Theorem 6.2. Two self dual ps-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent if and only if there
exists a strong Witt comparison pair with realisations that intertwine over G.
To prove Theorem 6.2 we need an analogue of Proposition 4.1:
Proposition 6.3. If two non-zero minimal self dual strata rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs and rΛ1 , n, n ´ 1, β 1 s
r and their Witt towers match then they intertwine over G.
of the same level intertwine over G
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we replace β and β 1 with elements with the same
minimal polynomial, and Proposition 5.8 ensures that the Witt towers still match. Hence,
without loss of generality, we may assume β and β 1 have the same minimal polynomial. As the
Witt towers match, under the isomorphism φ : E Ñ E 1 , which maps β to β 1 , hβ and hβ 1 match.
Thus β is conjugate to β 1 by an element of G which finishes the proof.
1 P C pΛ, r, β 1 q be two simple characters of G.
Proposition 6.4. Let θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq and θ´
´
1
r and their Witt
Then, θ´ and θ´ intertwine over G if and only if their lifts are conjugate over G
towers match.

1 intertwine over G, then their lifts intertwine over G
r by the Glauberman
Proof. If θ´ and θ´
r
correspondence, and hence are conjugate by intertwining implies conjugacy for characters of G.
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Moreover, by Proposition 5.8, their Witt towers match. For the converse, it follows from
Proposition 5.3 that the Witt towers of the i-th members of the defining sequences of rΛ, n, r, βs
and rΛ, n, r, β 1 s match, and the result follows mutatis mutandis the proof of Proposition 4.2.
Note that, in the argument of [18] we use in the proof of Proposition 4.2 there is a step to derived
characters, which is here fine because Gγ is unitary, i.e. we do not need matching Witt towers for
the derived characters (in fact, we know that they still match because of Proposition 5.3).
This proposition gives an analogue to Corollary 4.3 for the symplectic case with a similar proof.
Corollary 6.5. Suppose that two simple characters θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 qσh
r both lattice sequences have the same period, and the Witt towers of hβ
intertwine over G,
and hβ 1 match. Then E{E0 is ramified if and only if E 1 {E01 is ramified.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 4.3 using Proposition 6.4.

7

Simple endo-classes

After Sections 5 and 6, we can improve Proposition 4.2 to allow for non-conjugate lattice
sequences, and prove the analogue in the symplectic case using matching Witt towers:
1 P C pΛ1 , r, β 1 q be self dual simple characters
Proposition 7.1. Let θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq and θ´
´
of G` , and suppose that epΛq “ epΛ1 q.
1 intertwine over G`
(i) In the non-symplectic case, the self dual simple characters θ´ and θ´
r
if and only if their lifts intertwine over G.
1 intertwine over G` if
(ii) In the symplectic case, the self dual simple characters θ´ and θ´
r and their Witt towers match.
and only if their lifts intertwine over G

Proof. Let θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 qσh be the unique lifts of the given self dual simple
characters.
r
Suppose we are in the non-symplectic case. From the G-intertwining
we obtain by Corollary 4.3
and Proposition 5.8 that under a Witt basis the anisotropic part of hβ has the same dimension
and the same number or diagonal elements of odd valuation as the anisotropic part of hβ 1 . Thus,
there is a self dual oE 1 -lattice sequence Λ2 which is G` -conjugate to Λ. Let θ2 “ τΛ1 ,Λ2 ,β pθ1 q P
CpΛ2 , r, β 1 qσh . The characters θ and θ2 intertwine by some element of G̃ by Theorem 2.13, and
thus are conjugate by some element of G` by Proposition 4.2. Whence θ and θ1 intertwine
over G` . The converse is clear.
The second statement in the symplectic case is completely analogous using Corollary 6.5 and
r
Proposition 6.4 to show that G-intertwining
and Witt towers matching implies G` -intertwining,
and Proposition 5.8 for the converse.
Using the proposition, we can now prove our main result on endo-equivalence of ps-characters:
Theorem 7.2. Let Θ´ and Θ1´ be two self dual ps-characters and Θ and Θ1 their lifts. Then,
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent;
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(ii) Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent;
(iii) There is a comparison pair such that the realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ intertwine over G` ;
(iv) For all Witt comparison pairs, the realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ intertwine over G` .
In the non-symplectic case these four assertions are equivalent to:
(v) For all comparison pairs, the realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ intertwine over G` .
Proof. If Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent, it follows from Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 7.1
that Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent. By definition, this implies there is a (strong) comparison
pair such that the respective realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ intertwine over G` . And, if there is
any comparison pair such that the respective realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ intertwine over G` ,
then by the Glauberman correspondence, this implies Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent. Hence the
first three properties are equivalent. Property (iv) implies Property (iii) and follows from Property (ii) by Proposition 7.1. In the non-symplectic case Property (v) follows from the equivalent
properties (ii) and (iv) from Remark 5.10. Furthermore, Property (v) implies Property (iv).
Remark 7.3. As endo-equivalence of ps-characters for general linear groups is an equivalence
relation, see Theorem 2.13 (cf. [5, Corollary 8.10]), from Theorem 7.2 we deduce that endoequivalence of self dual ps-characters for classical groups is an equivalence relation, and we call
the equivalence classes of self dual ps-characters for this relation simple pσ, q-endo-classes. or
simple classical endo-classes with respect to pσ, q.
r
As already known for G-intertwining
of simple characters, see Theorem 2.13 (cf. [6, Corollary
`
2]), we also obtain that G -intertwining of self dual simple characters is a transitive relation,
hence an equivalence relation:
1 and θ 2 be self dual simple characters with the same group level
Corollary 7.4. Let θ´ , θ´
´
1 and θ 1 intertwines with θ 2 over G` , then θ
and the same degree. If θ´ intertwines with θ´
´
´
´
2
`
intertwines with θ´ over G .

Proof. The corresponding self dual ps-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ and Θ2´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent by Theorem 7.2. Hence Θ´ and Θ2´ are endo-equivalent as endo-equivalence is an equiva2 intertwine over G` , by Proposition 5.8 and
lence relation, by Remark 7.3, and thus θ´ and θ´
again Theorem 7.2.

8

Semisimple pairs

We recall definitions of the third author of semisimple strata and characters before defining
semisimple pairs and potential semisimple characters.

8.1

Semisimple strata and characters

À
i
Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a stratum in A. Suppose V “
iPI V is a decomposition of V into F i “ Λ X V i and we let β “ ei βei , where ei : V Ñ V i is the projection
subspaces. We
i À
À let Λ
j
with kernel j‰i V . The decomposition V “ iPI V i of V is called a splitting of rΛ, n, r, βs
ř
À
if β “ iPI βi and Λpkq “ iPI Λi pkq, for all k P Z.
21

Definition 8.1. A stratum rΛ, n, r, βs inÀA is called semisimple if it is a zero-stratum or
if νΛ pβq “ ´n and there exists a splitting iPI V i for rΛ, n, r, βs such that
(i) for i P I, the stratum rΛi , ni , r, βi s in EndF pV i q is simple, where ni “ ´νΛi pβi q;
(ii) for i, j P I with i ‰ j, the stratum rΛi ‘ Λj , maxtni , nj u, r, βi ` βj s is not equivalent to a
simple stratum in EndF pV i ‘ V j q.
À
We write E “ F rβs and Ei “ F rβi s, hence E “ iPI Ei is a sumÀof fields, and we write Bβ “
i
CA pβq. If rΛ, n, r, βs is self dual with associated splitting V “
iPI V then, for each i P I,
there exists a unique σpiq “ j P I such that βi “ ´βj . We set I0 “ ti P I : σpiq “ iu and
choose a set of representatives I ` for the orbits of σ in IzI0 . Then we let I´ “ σpI` q so that
we have a disjoint union I “ I` Y I0 Y I´
. A semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is called skew if it
À
is self-dual and the associated splitting iPI V i is orthogonal with respect to the -hermitian
form h, i.e. I “ I0 in the notation above. By abuse of notation, we call a sum of oEi -lattice
sequences in V (such as Λ above), an oE -lattice sequence.
We call dimF E the degree of a semisimple stratum and all objects defined using E|F have the
same notion of degree, e.g. characters and pss-characters, see below.
Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a semisimple stratum in A. Associated to rΛ, n, r, βs (and our initial choice
of ψF ) in [22, Section 3.2] are a compact open subgroup H r`1 pβ, Λq of P pΛq, and a set of
characters CpΛ, r, βq called semisimple characters. For each i P I, there is a natural embedding H r`1 pβi , Λi q ãÑ H r`1 pβ, Λq and hence a map CpΛ, r, βq Ñ CpΛi , r, βi q which we
write θ ÞÑ θi . We call the θi the simple block restrictions of θ.
Suppose that rΛ, n, r, βs is self dual. Then H r`1 pβ, Λq is invariant under σ, and we define the
r`1
group H´
pβ, Λq as the intersection of H r`1 pβ, Λq with G. We call the restrictions of semisimple
r`1
characters in CpΛ, r, βq to H´
pβ, Λq self dual semisimple characters, and denote the set of all
such characters by C´ pΛ, r, βq; this restriction coincides with the Glauberman correspondence
(cf. [22, Section 3.6]). As in the simple setting, we write CpΛ, r, βqσh for the subset of σinvariant semisimple characters. If θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq is a self dual semisimple character, then
r`1
there is a unique θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh whose restriction to H´
pβ, Λq is θ´ by the Glauberman
correspondence; we call θ the lift of θ´ .
Definition 8.2. Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a non-zero semisimple stratum. We let
k0 pβ, Λq “ ´ mintr P Z : rΛ, n, r, βs is not semisimpleu
1
denote the critical exponent of rΛ, n, 0, βs and kF pβq :“ epΛq
k0 pβ, Λq; by [22, §3.1], this is
independent of Λ. For the zero-stratum we keep kp0, Λq “ kF p0q “ ´8.

Remark 8.3. It is possible to generalise the critical exponent to all pairs pβ, Λq where β
generates a product of fields, and Λ decomposes into oEi -lattice sequences, in the following way:
Assume β is non-zero, then there is a negative integer l such that rΛ, ´νΛ pβq ´ lepΛq, 0, $Fl βs
is a semisimple stratum. We can define k0 pβ, Λq as k0 p$Fl β, Λq ´ lepΛq. This is not used in the
sequel.

8.2

Semisimple pairs and potential semisimple characters

Definition 8.4. A semisimple
pair is a pair rk, βs where E “ F rβs is a sum of pairwise nonÀ
isomorphic fields E “ iPI Ei , and k is an integer satisfying
0ď

k
ă ´kF pβq,
e
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where e “ lcmiPI pepEi {F qq is the lowest common multiple of the ramification indices. A semisimple pair rk, βs is called self dual if we can extend σ to an involution σE on E which maps β
to β.
Let
ś rk, βs be a self dual semisimple pair, and write the minimal polynomial of β as ΨpXq “
iPI Ψi pXq with Ψi pXq irreducible, so Ei » F rXs{pΨi pXqq. The action of σE on the primitive
idempotents defines an action on I. We let I0 “ ti P I : σpiq “ iu, and choose a set of
representatives I ` for the orbits of σ in IzI0 . Then we let I´ “ σpI` q so that we have a disjoint
union I “ I` Y I0 Y I´ . A self dual semisimple pair rk, βs is called skew if I “ I0 in the notation
above.
Given a semisimple pair rk, βs with non-zero β, let Qpk, βq denote the class of quadruples
pV, ϕ, Λ, rq consisting of: a finite dimensional F -vector space V ; an embedding
Y ϕ :]E ãÑ A;
a ϕpoE q-lattice sequence Λ in V ; and an integer r such that the group level epΛrE q is equal
to k, where epΛE q is defined to be the greatest common divisor of all eppΛi qEi q. Given such a
quadruple
pV, ϕ, Λ, rq, we obtain a semisimple stratum rΛ, ´νΛ pϕpβqq, r, ϕpβqs with splitting V “
À
i
i
iPI V where V “ kerpΨi pβqq; we call this semisimple stratum a realisation of the semisimple
pair rk, βs. For the semisimple pair rk, 0s we take the notation of section 2.4.
Given a self dual semisimple pair rk, βs with non-zero β, let Q´ pk, βq denote the class consisting
of all quadruples ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq where pV, ϕ, Λ, rq is an element of Qpk, βq and V is equipped
with an -hermitian F -form; and ϕ, Λ are self dual with respect to this form. Given such
a quadruple ppV, hq,À
ϕ, Λ, rq, we obtain a self dual semisimple stratum rΛ, ´νΛ pϕpβqq, r, ϕpβqs
with splitting V “ iPI V i where V i “ kerpΨi pβqq.
For realisations rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1 , n1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqs of a semisimple pair rk, βs there is a canonical
bijection
τΛ,Λ1 ,β : CpΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ CpΛ1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqq,
by [22, Proposition 3.26]. By [22, Proposition 3.32], if rΛ, n, r, ϕpβqs and rΛ1 , n1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqs are
self dual realisations of a self dual rk, βs, then τΛ,Λ1 ,β commutes with the involutions defined
on Cpϕpβq, r, Λq and Cpϕ1 pβq, r1 , Λ1 q and restricts to give a bijection
τΛ,Λ1 ,β : C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq Ñ C´ pΛ1 , r1 , ϕ1 pβqq.
Thanks to this result and with the definition of semisimple pairs, we can now define (self dual)
potential semisimple characters. At first we define Cpk, βq and C´ pk, βq as in (2.10).
Definition 8.5. Let rk, βs be a semisimple pair.
(i) A potential semisimple character, or pss-character, supported on rk, βs is a function
Θ : Qpk, βq Ñ Cpk, βq
such that ΘpV, ϕ, Λ, rq P CpΛ, r, ϕpβqq, for all pV, ϕ, Λ, rq P Qpk, βq, and
ΘpV 1 , ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q “ τΛ,Λ1 ,β pΘpV, ϕ, Λ, rqq,
for all pV, ϕ, Λ, rq, pV 1 , ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q P Qpk, βq.
(ii) Suppose that rk, βs is self dual. A pss-character supported on a self dual simple pair rk, βs
is called σ-invariant if for any (or equivalently one) self dual realisation of rk, βs the value
is σ-invariant.
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(iii) Suppose that rk, βs is self dual. A self dual potential semisimple character, or self dual
pss-character, supported on the self dual semisimple pair rk, βs is a function
Θ´ : Q´ pk, βq Ñ C´ pk, βq
such that Θ´ ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq P C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq, for all ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq P Q´ pk, βq, and
Θ´ ppV 1 , h1 q, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q “ τΛ,Λ1 ,β pΘ´ ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rqq,
for all ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq, ppV 1 , h1 q, ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 q P Qpk, βq.
As in the simple setting, every self dual pss-character comes uniquely from the restriction of
a σ-invariant pss-character, we call the values of a pss-character realisations, and we call the
unique σ-invariant pss-character restricting to a self dual pss-character its lift.
Let rk, βs be a self dual semisimple pair, whose indexing set splits as a disjoint union I “
I` Y I0 Y I´ as above, and ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq P Q´ pk, βq. Then we can write
à i
à i
V .
V “
pV ‘ V σpiq q ‘
iPI`

iPI0

Moreover, writing M for the Levi subgroup of G` stabilising this decomposition, as in [14,
§3.11] we have
ź
ź
r`1
r`1
H´
pβ, Λq X M »
H r`1 pβi , Λi q ˆ
H´
pβi , Λi q.
iPI`

iPI0

r`1
Let Θ´ be a self dual pss-character supported on rk, βs. Then, after identifying H´
pβ, Λq X M
with the decomposition above, we have
â
â
Θi pV i , ϕi , Λi , rq2 b
Θi,´ ppV i , hi q, ϕi , Λi , rq
Θ´ ppV, hq, ϕ, Λ, rq|H r`1 pβ,ΛqXM “
iPI0

iPI`

where
(i) For i P I` , Θi is a ps-character supported on the simple pair rk, βi s.
(ii) For i P I0 , Θ´,i is a self dual ps-character supported on the self dual simple pair rk, βi s.
Moreover, as in [1, 4.3 Lemma 1],
H r`1 pβi , Λi q “ H r`1 p2βi , Λi q,

Θi pV i , ϕi , Λi , rq2 P CpΛi , r, 2βi q,

for i P I` .

We record these observations, along with the decomposition of a pss-character into ps-characters
in the following lemma:
À
Lemma 8.6. Let rk, βs be a semisimple pair with index set I and β “ iPI βi , and let Θ be a
pss-character supported on rk, βs.
(i) If βi is non-zero, the pair rk, βi s is a simple pair. Moreover, the map Θi , defined by restricting Θ to its i-th component, is well defined and is a ps-character supported on rk, βi s.
(ii) Suppose rk, βs is self dual with I “ I` Y I0 Y I´ , and Θ´ is a self dual pss-character
supported on rk, βs with lift Θ.
(a) For i P I` , the pair rk, βi s is a simple pair, and the map Θ2i , defined by restriction of Θ´ to its pi Y σpiqq-th component, is well defined and when the domain is
identified with the domain of the i-th component this restriction is the square of a
ps-character Θi relative to rk, βi s, and is a ps-character relative to rk, 2βi s.
(b) For i P I0 , the pair rk, βi s is a self dual simple pair, and the map Θ´,i , defined by
restriction of Θ´ to its i-th component, is well defined and is a self dual ps-character.
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9

Matchings for intertwining semisimple characters

In this section we consider two semisimple strata rΛ, n, r, βs and À
rΛ1 , n, r, β 1 s, both lattice
seÀ
quences having the same period and the associated splittings V “ iPI V i and V 1 “ iPI 1 V 1i ,
respectively. The starting point for this section is the following result of the second and third
authors:
Theorem 9.1 ([18, Theorem 10.1]). Let θ P CpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 q be intertwining
r such
semisimple characters. Then there is a unique bijection ζ : I Ñ I 1 and an element g of G
that, for all i P I,
(i) we have gV i “ V 1ζpiq ;
1
(ii) the characters gθi and θζpiq
intertwine.

Moreover, any element which satisfies the first property also satisfies the second property. In
1 |F q, f pE |F q “ f pE 1 |F q, k pβ , Λi q “ k pβ 1 , Λ1ζpiq q by Theoparticular, epEi |F q “ epEζpiq
i
0 i
0 ζpiq
ζpiq
rem 2.14.
A map between splittings of two semisimple strata which satisfies Properties (i), (ii) of the
theorem is called a matching. Let θ P CpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 q be semisimple characters.
r which intertwine θ with θ1 , i.e. those g P G
r such
We denote by Ipθ, θ1 q the set of elements of G
that
HomgH r`1 pβ,ΛqXH r`1 pβ 1 ,Λ1 q pgθ, θ1 q ‰ 0.
We put IG pθ, θ1 q “ Ipθ, θ1 q X G. Given a semisimple character θ P CpΛ, r, βq and a subset J of theÀ
index set I we denote by θJ the restriction of θ to the intersection of its domain
with AutF p iPJ V i q.
Corollary 9.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.1, we have
¸
˜
ź
1
Ipθi , θζpiq
q Sr pβ, Λq
Ipθ, θ1 q “ Sr pβ 1 , Λ1 q
iPI

where Sr pβ, Λq is a subset of P1 pΛq and of the normaliser of each element of CpΛ, r, βq which
only depends on Λ, β and r (cf. [9, (3.5.1)]). Assume further that for i P I0 , V i and V 1ζpiq are
isomorphic -hermitian spaces and both characters are self dual. Then, we have
¨¨
˛
˛
ź
1
IG pθ, θ1 q “ pSr pβ 1 , Λ1 q X G` q ˝˝
Ipθti,σpiqu , θtζpiq,σpζpiqqu
q‚X G` ‚pSr pβ, Λq X G` q.
iPI` YI0

For the proof of Corollary 9.2 we need a generalisation of [22, 3.22], i.e. the description of the
intertwining of transfers.
Proposition 9.3.

(i) Let θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, βq be the transfer of θ P CpΛ, r, βq. Then,
Ipθ, θ1 q “ Sr pβ, Λ1 qBβˆ Sr pβ, Λq.

1 P C pΛ1 , r, βq be the transfer of θ P C pΛ, r, βq. Then,
(ii) Let θ´
´
´
´
`
`
Ipθ, θ1 q X G` “ pSr pβ, Λ1 q X G` qpBˆ
β X G qpSr pβ, Λq X G q.
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See [22, Theorem 3.22] for the case Λ “ Λ1 .
Proof. This proof is anagolous to the proof of [12, Theorems 3.9 & 3.10].
(i) Let us at first assume that both latices sequences are block-wise principal lattice chains
1
of the same block size. There is an element g in Bˆ
β such that gΛ is equal to Λ and the
conjugation with g realises the transfer from CpΛ, r, βq to CpΛ1 , r, βq. Thus we can reduce
to the case where θ is equal to θ1 which follows from [22, Theorem 3.22].
We now consider the general case. Applying the :-construction of [12, §3.1], we obtain
semisimple characters θ : P CpΛ : , r, βq, θ1 : P CpΛ1 : , r, βq, where Λ : and Λ1 : are principal
lattice chains of the same block size in a direct sum of e-copies of V (where e “ epΛq “
epΛ1 q). Hence, as above we have the formula (i) for Ipθ : , θ1 : q. As in [19, Corollary 4.14] we
deduce that this formula behaves well under intersection with the Levi group M attached
to the : construction, i.e.
Ipθ : , θ1 : q X M “ pSr pβ : , Λ1 : q X M qpBβˆ: X M qpSr pβ : , Λ : q X M q,
by [12, Theorem 2.7 (ii) (b)], using the group Γ “ t˘1ue , if we have the intersection
property
Sr pβ : , Λ1 : qxSr pβ : , Λ : q X Bβˆ: “ pSr pβ : , Λ1 : q X Bβˆ: qxpSr pβ : , Λ : q X Bβˆ: q,
for all x P Bβˆ: . The proof of the intersection property follows mutatis mutandis to
the proof of [12, Lemma 3.6]. We restrict to the first block of M to obtain the desired
description of Ipθ, θ1 q.
(ii) This follows from (i) and a cohomology argument [12, Theorem 2.7 (ii) (b)]; see [12,
Corollary 3.7].

Proof of Corollary 9.2. By [9, 3.5.1], using the :-construction on the i-th component of Lem1 {F have the same ramification index
ma 3.2, we obtain for every index i that Ei {F and Eζpiq
and inertia degree. Thus there is an oE -lattice sequence Λ2 which is G̃ conjugate to Λ1 by
an element which maps Λ2i to Λ1ζpiq . Let θ2 “ τΛ2 ,Λ,β pθq be the transfer of θ to CpΛ2 , r, βq
which, by intertwining implies conjugacy [18, Theorem 10.2], is conjugate to θ1 by an element
which maps Λ2i to Λ1ζpiq . Thus we can assume that θ1 and θ2 are equal. We can further assume
that β and β 1 have the same associated splitting and that the matching ζ is the identity, see
Theorem 9.1. By Proposition 9.3,
Ipθ, θ1 q “ Sr pβ, Λ2 qBβˆ Sr pβ, Λq
“ Sr pβ, Λ2 qnpΛ2E qBβˆ Sr pβ, Λq
“ Sr pβ 1 , Λ1 qnpΛ1E 1 qBβˆ Sr pβ, Λq,
the last equality as Sr pβ, Λ2 qnpΛ2E q and also Sr pβ 1 , Λ1 qnpΛ1E 1 q is the normaliser of every element
of CpΛ2 , r, βq. The second assertion follows from a cohomology argument as in [22, 4.14] (cf.
also [12, 2.4]).
We want to prove a conjecture of the second and third authors, cf. [18, Conjecture 10.4]. For
this we need a Lemma which reduces the case of intertwining skew-simple characters to the case
of transfers.
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Corollary 9.4. Suppose rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ1 , n, r, β 1 s are two skew-simple strata of the same
period. And suppose there are characters θ P CpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 q which intertwine
by an element of G` . Then there is a stratum rΛ1 , n, r, β 2 s such that β 2 is conjugate to β
by an element of G` and CpΛ1 , r, β 1 q is equal to CpΛ1 , r, β 2 q and there is a lattice sequence Λ2
normalised by E ˆ and an element g of G` such that gΛ1 is equal to Λ2 .
Proof. As all of the arithmetical invariants are the same, we can build a lattice sequence Λ2
relative to β 1 such that there exists g P G` with gΛ “ Λ2 as follows: We can find an E- and
1
an E 1 -Witt basis pvj q and pvj1 q for hβ and hβ such that Gram matrices M and M 1 have for
every entry the equality of valuations
νE pml,k q “ νE 1 pml,k q,
and such that pvj1 q splits Λ1 . The latter splitting does mean that for every integer t we have a
decomposition
µ
Λ1t “ ‘pEj,t
1 vj .
We now define Λ2 via (just by replacing E 1 by E and v 1 by v)
µ

Λ2t “ ‘pEj,t vj .
By [17, Proposition 5.2], there is a g P G` such that gΛ1 “ Λ2 . We conjugate θ1 to the
transfer of θ to Λ2 by an element g 1 of G` by Theorem B.1 (Here we used the equivalence of
intertwining 7.4). Then, CpΛ1 , r, β 1 q is equal to CpΛ1 , r, g 1´1 βg 1 q. We define β 2 :“ g 1´1 βg.
1 P C pΛ, r, β 1 q be intertwining self dual semisimple
Theorem 9.5. Let θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, βq and θ´
´
characters. Then, for i P I0 , the spaces V i and V 1ζpiq are isometric and the characters θ´,i
1
and θ´,ζpiq
intertwine by an isomorphism from pV i , hi q to pV 1ζpiq , hζpiq q, where hi , hζpiq denote

the restrictions of h to V i , V ζpiq , respectively. Moreover, the Witt towers of hi,βi and hζpiq,β 1
ζpiq
match (via the isometry).
1 . By Corollary 9.2, it is enough to show the first
Proof. We work with the lifts of θ´ and θ´
assertion, and we proceed by induction. For minimal strata this result is known by [18, Proposition 7.10], and having done the proof for r ´ 1 then using the Corollary 9.4 and the translation
principle (see A.1) we can assume that both strata share the same γ in the first member of a
defining sequence, and that θ|H r`2 pγ,Λq and θ1 |H r`2 pγ,Λq intertwine by 1, i.e. they are transfers.
Now a modification
ś of [18, Proposition 9.29] for different lattice sequences shows that there is
a c P a´pr`1q X i Aii such that ψspβ´γ`cq intertwines with ψspβ 1 ´γq via 1, and thus applying the
result for strata of [18, Proposition 7.10] block-wise gives the result. The final assertion follows
from Proposition 7.1.

Corollary 9.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.1, suppose that β and β 1 have the same
characteristic polynomial and that θ1 is the transfer of θ, then βi and βζpiq have the same
characteristic polynomial for all i P I.
Proof. By conjugation we can assume that β and β 1 coincide. Then being transfers of each
other is equivalent to 1 P Ipθ, θ1 q. The identity satisfies 9.1(i) and 9.1(ii), and the uniqueness
statement in Theorem 9.1 implies that ζ is the trivial permutation of the index set, which
finishes the proof.
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Remark 9.7. The conclusion of Corollary 9.6 would be false if we skip the transfer condition,
as the following example shows. Suppose the characteristic of F is p. Take an element β1 which
is minimal over F and a principal lattice chain Λ normalised by β1 such that νΛ pβ1 q “ ´n. In
fact one can take a non-zero element in F . Take an element λ P pF X a´r qza´r`1 where we
choose r “ t n2 u. Then by [9, 3.5] the sets CpΛ, r ´ 1, β1 ` lλq, l “ 0, . . . , p ´ 1 coincide. The
multiplication byÂψλ is thus a bijectionÂof CpΛ, r ´ 1, β1 q. Take an element
θ1 of À
CpΛ, r ´ 1, βq
À
p´1
p
1
and define θ “
i Λ, r ´ 1,
l pβ1 ` lλqq.
l“0 θ1 ψlλ and θ “
l“1 θ1 ψlλ as elements of Cp
Then, the matching from θ to θ1 is a cyclic permutation but not the identity.
Finally, we can deduce a semisimple Skolem–Noether result:
Corollary 9.8. Let θ P CpΛ, r, βqσh and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β 1 qσh be two G` -intertwining semisimple
1
characters and suppose that βi and βζpiq
have the same characteristic polynomial for all indexes i.
1
`
Then β and β are conjugate in G .
Proof. By Theorem 9.5, we can assume that the matching ζ is the identity of I. Now, the
characters θi and θi1 intertwine over G` . Hence, by [18, Theorem 5.2], βi and βi1 are conjugate
by an element of UpV i , hi q. Thus β and β 1 are conjugate in G` .

10

Semisimple Endo-classes

We continue with the notation of Section 8.
Definition 10.1. Let rk, βs and rk 1 “ k, β 1 s be two semisimple pairs of the same degree and Θ
and Θ1 pss-characters with respect to them, respectively. We call Θ and Θ1 endo-equivalent if
there are realisations θ and θ1 of them, respectively, on the same vector space, which intertwine.
If the semisimple pairs are self dual then two self dual pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are called endo1 of them, respectively, on the same -hermitian
equivalent if there are realisations θ´ and θ´
space pV, hq, which intertwine over an element of UpV, hq.
We attach to two endo-equivalent pss-characters a bijection between the index sets defined by
the matching of intertwining realisations. The following lemma states that this is well-defined.
Lemma 10.2. Let Θ and Θ1 be two endo-equivalent pss-characters with intertwining realizar θr1 be a second pair of intertwining realisations with
tions θ and θ1 with matching ζ, and let θ,
r
matching ζ. Then the matchings coincide.
Proof. By conjugation, see Theorem 9.1, we can assume that the strata for θ an θ1 have the same
associated splitting and that V i “ V ζpiq . Similar for the second pair of realisations. Adding
up shifts of lattice sequences and cutting down parts of blocks reduces the problem to the case
r i are principal lattice sequences for
where V i and Vr i have the same dimension and Λi and Λ
all indexes i P I. The characters θ and θr are transfers and are therefore conjugate by [18,
Theorem 10.2] taking the last sentence into account. Making a :-construction again we get as
well that θ is conjugate to θ1 and θr is to θr1 . We can take conjugations which respect the vector
space decompositions, by Corollary 9.2, and thus θr1r is conjugate to θri which is conjugate to θi
ζpiq

1 .
θζpiq

which is conjugate to
Thus, the matching from θr1 to θ1 is given by ζ ˝ ζr´1 . On the other
hand, θ1 and θr1 are transfers of each other and the matching between them must be therefore
the identity of I 1 , by Corollary 9.6. Thus ζ and ζr coincide.
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We can now define the generalisation of comparison pairs defined in the simple case (see Definition 3.1).
Definition 10.3. Let rk, βs and rk, β 1 s be two semisimple pairs and ζ : I Ñ I 1 be a bijection
from I to I 1 .
(i) We call a pair
ppV, ϕ, Λ, rq, pV 1 , ϕ1 , Λ1 , r1 qq
of quadruples pV, ϕ, Λ, rq P Qpk, βq and pV 1 , Λ1 , r1 , ϕ1 q P Qpk, β 1 q a ζ- comparison pair if
V “ V 1 , r “ r1 , epΛq “ epΛ1 q, dimF V i “ dimF V 1ζpiq
such that

Z

^
r
k“
.
epΛE q

(ii) A ζ-comparison pair is called strong if Λ “ Λ1 as oF -lattice sequences and, for all i P I
and all integers j, we have
1ζpiq
1ζpiq
Λij {Λij`1 – Λj {Λj`1 .
(iii) Suppose that the semisimple pairs and ζ are self dual and that ζ is self dual, i.e. it
commutes with their involutions. A ζ-comparison pair for self dual pss-characters is an
element of Q´ pk, βq ˆ Q´ pk, β 1 q which projects onto Qpk, βq ˆ Qpk, β 1 q to a ζ-comparison
pair for pss-characters, with h “ h1 satisfying that pV i , hi q is isometric to pV ζpiq , hζpiq q, for
all i P I0 .
(iv) A ζ-comparison pair for self dual pss-characters is called Witt if it is block-wise Witt
on I0 , see Lemma 8.6.
Proposition 10.4. Two pss-characters Θ and Θ1 supported on semisimple pairs, say rk, βs
and rk, β 1 s, respectively, are endo-equivalent if and only if there is a bijection ζ : I Ñ I 1 such
that the ps-characters Θi and Θ1ζpiq , defined by component-wise restriction, are endo-equivalent,
for all i P I.
The map ζ in Proposition 10.4 is uniquely determined by Lemma 10.2 and we call it the matching
from Θ to Θ1 . Given two endo-equivalent self dual pss-characters Θ´ to Θ1´ with lifts Θ to Θ1 ,
respectively, then the matching from Θ to Θ1 is also denoted as the matching from Θ´ to Θ1´ .
This matching is self dual because it is also the matching between intertwining realisations
of Θ´ to Θ1´ .
Proof. Suppose we find a bijection ζ : I Ñ I 1 such that the ps-characters Θi and Θ1ζpiq are
endo-equivalent, for all i P I. We can assume by conjugation with an automorphism of V
that V i is equal to V ζpiq , for all i. Taking a ζ-comparison pair, by restriction to the i-th block
we have a comparison pair for which the realisations of Θi and Θ1ζpiq intertwine as Θi and Θ1ζpiq
are endo-equivalent. We thus obtain a block diagonal intertwiner of realisations of Θ and Θ1 .
For the converse, take intertwining realisations of Θ and Θ1 . We need to show that we can
take these realizations, say θ P CpΛ, r, φpβqq and θ1 P CpΛ1 , r1 , φ1 pβ 1 qq, such that Λ and Λ1 have
the same period and r “ r1 . Then it would follow from Theorem 9.1 the existence of ζ, such
that the simple character θi and θζpiq intertwine, have the same degree and the same group
level which would finish the proof. By doubling we can modify Λ and Λ1 such that both lattice
sequences have the same period. So let us assume that r ă r1 . Then θ|H r1 `1 pφpβq,Λq P CpΛ, r1 , γq
for some semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r1 , γs in a defining sequence of rΛ, n, r, βs, and this character
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intertwines with θ1 . Theorem 9.1 implies that γ and β 1 have the same degree and epΛ|E 1 q “
epΛ1 |F rγsq. So γ and β have the same degree. Thus γ and β have the same number of simple
blocks, say pγi q and pβi q, and epF rγi s|F q “ epF rβi s|F q and f pF rγi s|F q “ f pF rβi s|F q for all
indexes i. Thus, epΛ|Eq “ epΛ|F rγsq “ epΛ1 |E 1 q. Since θ and θ1 have the same group level we
obtain that rΛ, n, r1 , βs is still semisimple so we could have chosen γ “ β. Thus θ|H r1 `1 pφpβq,Λq
is a realisation of Θ, i.e. we can reduce to r “ r1 .
We now prove transitivity of endo-equivalence of pss-characters, showing that endo-equivalence
of pss-characters is an equivalence relation.
Proposition 10.5. Suppose we have pss-characters Θ « Θ1 « Θ2 then Θ « Θ2 and the
matchings satisfy ζΘ1 ,Θ2 ˝ ζΘ,Θ1 “ ζΘ,Θ2 . Two pss-characters are endo-equivalent if and only if
there is a bijection ζ from the index set of the first to the index set of the second one such that
r
for every ζ-comparison pair the corresponding realisations of the pss-characters intertwine in G.
Proof. The second assertion follows Proposition 10.4 and Theorem 2.11. The first assertion
follows now directly from Proposition 10.4 and the fact that endo-equivalence is an equivalence
relation for ps-characters, by Theorem 2.12.
We call the equivalence classes GL-endo-classes. Since we consider the zero strata rΛ, r, r, 0s to be
simple strata, this definition includes the so-called zero-endo-class, for each k ě 0: this consists
of the unique ps(s)-character supported on rk, 0s, whose realisations are all trivial characters.
Now we can gather all the results of the previous sections to get the following:
Theorem 10.6. Let Θ´ and Θ1´ be two self dual pss-characters and Θ and Θ1 their lifts. Then,
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The self dual pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent;
(ii) The lifts Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent.
(iii) There is a self dual bijection ζ between the index sets of the semisimple pairs such that
for all Witt ζ-comparison pairs the corresponding realisations of Θ´ and Θ1´ intertwine
over G` .
Proof. If Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent so are Θ and Θ1 by [21, 2.5], i.e. (ii) follows from (i).
Assertion (i) follows from (iii) because we can find realizations of the semisimple pairs such
that for all indexes i P I0 the forms hi,φpβi q and hζpiq,φ1 pβ 1 q are hyperbolic. We are left with
ζpiq
the implication (ii)ñ(iii). Suppose that Θ and Θ1 are endo-equivalent. Let ζ be the matching
from Θ to Θ1 . It is self dual because it is the matching of lifts θ and θ1 of realisations of Θ´
and Θ1´ which must intertwine by Proposition 10.5. As in Lemma 8.6 we decompose Θ´
and Θ1´ into self dual ps-characters and ps-characters Θi and Θ1ζpiq , i P I0 Y I` . Take the pair
of realisations of a Witt ζ-comparison pair. Then because of Proposition 10.4 and Theorem 7.2
these realisations intertwine block-wise, i.e. they intertwine.
One consequence of Theorem 10.6 and Proposition 10.5 is the transitivity of endo-equivalence,
and we obtain the rather surprising result that intertwining of self dual semisimple characters
with same group level is transitive, and hence equivalence relation:
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Corollary 10.7. (i) For self dual pss-characters endo-equivalence is an equivalence relation,
and the matchings of pairwise endo-equivalent self dual pss-characters Θ´ , Θ1´ and Θ2´
satisfy that ζΘ1´ ,Θ2´ ˝ ζΘ´ ,Θ1´ is equal to ζΘ´ ,Θ2´ .
(ii) Intertwining over G` is an equivalence relation on the class of self dual semisimple characters with the same group level and the same degree.
r is an equivalence relation on the class of semisimple characters with
(iii) Intertwining over G
the same group level and the same degree.
Proof. The first and the last assertion follow from Theorem 10.6 and Proposition 10.5. The
second assertion follows from Theorem 10.6 and the first assertion of this corollary.
Definition 10.8. We call the equivalence classes of self dual pss-characters pσ, q-endo-classes
or classical endo-classes.

11

Intertwining under special orthogonal groups

Here we consider endo-equivalent pss-characters Θ´ and Θ1´ for self-dual semisimple pairs rk, βs
1 P
and rk, β 1 s in the orthogonal setting σ “ 1,  “ 1. Let θ´ P C´ pΛ, r, ϕpβqq and θ´
1
1
1
1
C´ pΛ , r, ϕ pβ qq be realisations of Θ´ and Θ´ respectively on an orthogonal space pV, hq. In this
section we analyse the intertwining classes of an orthogonal endo-class. Let us assume that Λ
and Λ1 have the same period, i.e. epΛq “ epΛ1 q.
Proposition 11.1. (i) Assume that all ϕpβi q have the same valuation for the lattice se1 intertwine
quence Λ, i.e. νΛ pϕpβi qq “ ´q for all indexes i. The realisations θ´ and θ´
1
1
over G if and only if the symplectic forms hϕpβq and hϕ pβ q are isometric by an automorphism of V of determinant congruent 1 modulo pF .
(ii) Assume that there is an index i0 such that βi0 is zero. Then, θ and θ1 intertwine by an
element of G.
Proof. (i) The assumption on the βi is also true for the βi1 by the matching theorem, Theorem 9.1. As Θ´ and Θ1´ are endo-equivalent, there is an element g of G` which inter1 . Then, the fundamental strata rΛ, n, n´1, φpβqs and rΛ1 , n, n´1, φ1 pβ 1 qs
twines θ´ and θ´
1
intertwine under g and the twists of h, hϕpβq and hϕ pβq , are isometric by an element of
the form u1 gu with elements u P 1 ` a1 pΛq and u1 P 1 ` a1 pΛ1 q, by [18, Proposition 3.1].
The element u1 gu has determinant congruent to the determinant of g modulo p. The fact
that an isometry of a symplectic space has determinant 1 finishes the proof.
(ii) By Theorem 9.5 we can assume that both characters have the same associated splitting.
The characters θi0 and θi10 are trivial, and therefore intertwine under any element of the
group UpV i0 , hi0 q, and in particular by an element of determinant ´1. Thus, there is an
element of G which intertwines the semisimple characters.

1 intertwine
Theorem 11.2. (i) If there is an index i such that βi is zero, then θ´ and θ´
under an element of G.
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1 intertwine under an element of G if and only
(ii) If β has no zero component, then θ´ and θ´
1
if hϕpβq and hϕ pβq are isometric by an automorphism of V of determinant congruent 1
1 is in G.
modulo p. In this case every element of G` intertwining θ´ and θ´

Proof.

(i) See Proposition 11.1.

(ii) Without loss of generality we can assume that the matching is the identity, because there
is an element of G which maps the decomposition of V for ϕpβq to the decomposition of V
for ϕ1 pβ 1 q. Write the index set I in the coarsest way as the union of subsets S such that
the elements ϕpβs q have all the same valuation with respect to Λ, for all s P S. We now
apply Proposition 11.1 to all blocks S and we get the result.

As a corollary we have for semisimple characters an analogue of Corollary 10.7.
1 and θ 2 be self dual semisimple characters with the same group
Corollary 11.3. Let θ´ , θ´
´
1 and θ 1 intertwines with θ 2 over G, then θ intertwines with θ 2
level. If θ´ intertwines with θ´
´
´
´
´
over G.

The next theorem is about intertwining and conjugacy of semisimple characters over special
orthogonal groups. There are examples of θ and θ1 which intertwine over G and are conjugate
over G` , but are not conjugate under G. This, can not happen if β has no zero-component.
But if β has a zero-component βi0 “ 0 such that there is a lattice sequence in Λi0 which has
no element of determinant ´1 in its normaliser, then take an element gi0 of determinant ´1
in Uphi0 q and define θ2 :“ diagpid, gi0 q.θ, then θ and θ2 are not conjugate by an element of G,
but intertwine by an element of G, by Theorem 11.2. We fix this problem in the following way:
Theorem 11.4. Suppose θ and θ1 intertwine under an element g of G and there is an element g 1
of G` such that g 1 Λi is equal to Λ1ζpiq . We write g “ u diagpgi |i P I` X I0 qv using Corollary 9.2.
Suppose one of the following three assertions:
(i) The element β has a zero component, say βi0 , Λi0 and θi0 have the same normaliser
in Uphi0 q, g 1 P G and gi´1
gi10 is an element of SUphi0 q.
0
(ii) The element β has a zero component, say βi0 , and the normaliser of Λi0 contains an
element of Uphi0 q with determinant ´1.
(iii) The element β has no zero component.
Then θ is conjugate to θ1 by an element of G X P ´ pΛq.
Remark 11.5. Unfortunately the theorem is very unsatisfying, because in the first part we
have the condition that Λi0 and θi0 have the same normaliser in G` . In general this is a proper
condition, i.e. there are many examples where this fails. As an example consider the lattice
sequence Λ on the Iwahori in Op1, 1qpF q but with three lattices in one period, such that for
only one index j the lattice Λj is self dual. Then, a2 is the radical of a maximal order and thus
the trivial characters on P2 pΛq has a normaliser in Op1, 1qpF q bigger than the normaliser of Λ.
But, in spite of the example, the normaliser condition holds if r “ 0, we call this later full, see
Section 13, because a1 is the radical of Λ and both have the same normaliser.
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Proof of Theorem 11.4. (i) We can assume g 1 is the identity. Therefore ζ is the identity
and Λi and Λ1i equal. In particular, on the block for the zero component of β the characters
equal, i.e. θi0 “ θi10 . There is nothing to prove if Λi0 has an element of determinant ´1 in
its normaliser in Uphi0 q. Thus let us assume the opposite, which by assumption implies
that the Uphi0 q-normaliser of θi0 is also contained in SUphi0 q. By Theorem B.1, θ and θ1
are thus conjugate by an element of P ´ pΛq. Corollary 9.2 and Theorem 11.2 now imply
that this conjugating element must have determinant 1.
(ii) This follows directly from Theorem B.1.
(iii) The determinant of the conjugating element and the intertwining element have to coincide
by Proposition 11.1.

Remark 11.6. The second assumption of Theorem 11.4 is satisfied if the lattice sequence Λi0 ,
represents a vertex in the Bruhat Tits building of Uphi0 q , i.e. (say for simplicity that h “ hi0 )
there is an index l such that
#
$F Λ #
l Ă Λl Ď Λl ,
and the image of Λ only consists of F ˆ -multiples of Λl and its dual (Λl “ Λ#
l is possible).
Proposition 11.7. Let G be an F “ F0 -form of a special orthogonal group on an F -vector
space V . Suppose Λ is a self dual lattice sequence which corresponds to a vertex in the Bruhat
Tits building of G` . Then there is an element of G` zG in the normaliser of Λ.
Proof. We have two cases. Let us at first assume that there is a positive anisotropic dimension.
Then every lattice sequence Λ1 is normalised by an orthogonal element of determinant ´1, because we just have to take a Witt basis whose apartment contains the point corresponding to Λ1 ,
i.e. a Witt basis which splits the lattice sequence. Then the diagonal matrix diagp1, . . . , 1, ´1q
is an element of P ´ pΛ1 q. Let us now assume that the anisotropic dimension is zero. We take
a Witt basis which splits Λ, i.e. a basis pvj qjPJ` YJ´ with ´J` “ J´ and hpvj , vj 1 q “ δj,´j 1
(Kronecker symbol) for all j P J` . We denote M :“ Λl , see Remark 11.6. Then,
à
ν
M“
pFj vj ,
jPJ` YJ´

and we can rescale the basis the way that νj “ 0 for all j P J` . Then the condition on M
rephrases as νj is 1 or 2, for j P J´ , such that at least one exponent has to be 1, say ν´1 “ 1.
We define an element of G` by
gpvj q :“ vj , j ‰ 1, ´1, gpv1 q :“ v´1 $F , gpv´1 q :“ v1 $F´1 ,
and g normalises Λ and has determinant ´1.

12

Intertwining implies conjugacy for cuspidal types

We recall definitions of the third author in [23] of cuspidal types in G, then prove our main
theorem that two intertwining cuspidal types are conjugate in G.
A skew semisimple stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs is called cuspidal if GE has compact centre and P ˝ pΛE q
is a maximal parahoric subgroup in GE . By [22, §3.2], associated to rΛ, n, 0, βs are compact open subgroups Jpβ, Λq Ě J 1 pβ, Λq Ě H 1 pβ, Λq of G. The quotient Jpβ, Λq{J 1 pβ, Λq »
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P pΛE q{P1 pΛE q is a finite reductive group, and we put J ˝ pβ, Λq the preimage of its connected
component in Jpβ, Λq.
Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a cuspidal skew semisimple stratum. Let θ P C´ pΛ, 0, βq be a self dual
semisimple character. By [22, Corollary 3.29], there exists a unique irreducible representation η
of J 1 pβ, Λq containing θ. The representation η extends to Jpβ, Λq and we choose a particular
type of extension κ as in [23, Theorem 4.1], called a β-extension. Let τ be an irreducible
representation of Jpβ, Λq{J 1 pβ, Λq with cuspidal restriction to J ˝ pβ, Λq{J 1 pβ, Λq. Put J “
Jpβ, Λq and λ “ κ b τ . A pair pJ, λq, constructed as above, is called a cuspidal type for G. The
main result of [23] (noting the correction of [14, Appendix A]) can be stated as follows:
Theorem 12.1 ([23, Corollary 6.19 & Proposition 7.13]). Let pJ, λq be a cuspidal type for G.
Then the representation indG
J pλq is irreducible and cuspidal. Moreover, every irreducible cuspidal representation of G appears in this way.
Thus, it remains to determine when two cuspidal types pJ, λq, pJ 1 , λ1 q induce isomorphic cuspidal
G
1
1 1
representations. Notice that, if indG
J pλq » indJ 1 pλ q then pJ, λq, pJ , λ q intertwine in G.
Main Theorem (intertwining implies conjugacy). Cuspidal types intertwine in G if and
only if they are conjugate in G.
Proof. As the cuspidal types intertwine so do the underlying skew semisimple characters θ, θ1 .
Suppose that θ P C´ pΛ, 0, βq and θ1 P C´ pΛ1 , 0, β 1 q. By Theorem 9.5, there is a matching ζ : I Ñ
gi
1
and θζpiq,´
intertwine
I 1 ; and there exists g P G such that gV i “ V 1ζpiq and the characters θi,´
in Gζpiq . By conjugating by an element of G, if necessary, we can assume that V “ V 1 , ζ “ 1,
and
1
IGi pθi,´ , θi,´
q ‰ 0.
As all of the arithmetical invariants are the same, we can build a lattice sequence Λ2 relative
to β 1 such that there exists g P G` with gΛ1 “ Λ2 respecting the block structure, as follows: For
every index i there is an Ei1 -lattice sequence Λ2i and an element gi P Uphi q such that gi Λi “ Λ2i
by Corollary
and [17, Proposition 5.2]. And at the end we define Λ2 as the sum of the Λ2i
À 9.4
i
1
and g :“
i g . If there is some βi0 equal to zero and we are in the special orthogonal case
then there is an element of determinant ´1 in P ´ pΛi0 q by Proposition 11.7, and Theorem 11.4
ensures the existence of an element g of G which conjugates Λ to Λ2 .
We let θ2 “ τΛ1 ,Λ2 ,β 1 pθ1 q, which intertwines with θ by Corollary 10.7 and 11.3. By conjugating,
see Theorem B.1 and Theorem 11.4, we can assume θ “ θ2 , and hence θ is a semisimple character
for β 1 . We can now conclude by [12, Theorem 11.3].
Remark 12.2. In fact, due to [12], we have the analogous result in the greater generality of
representations with coefficient field any algebraically closed field of characteristic prime to p.

13

Parametrisation of the intertwining classes of semisimple
characters

This section is about the classification of intertwining classes of (self dual) semisimple characters.
But before we start we need the following definition of endo-equivalent semisimple characters.
Definition 13.1. Two (self dual) semisimple characters are called endo-equivalent if their
corresponding (self dual) pss-characters are endo-equivalent.
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13.1

GL-endo-parameters

r We say
In this section we parametrise the intertwining classes of semisimple characters of G.
that a semisimple character is full if it lies in CpΛ, 0, βq, for some semisimple stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs.
Similarly, a pss-character is full if it is supported on a semisimple pair of the form r0, βs, while
an endo-class of pss-characters is full if it consists of full pss-characters; note that this includes
the full zero-endo-class 0.
Definition 13.2. We define E to be the set of all full simple endo-classes of ps-characters. A
r is a function from the set E to the set of non-negative integers with
GL-endo-parameter for G
finite support.
r
The goal of this section is to prove that a natural set of endo-parameters parametrise Gf
in
r Let E
intertwining classes of semisimple characters of G.
be the set of finite subsets of E.
Proposition 13.3. There is a bijection between E f in and the set of all full GL-endo-classes.
For the proof we need the following lemmas:
Lemma 13.4. Suppose that a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, βs is split by V “ V 1 ‘V 2 . Given θ̃ P
CpΛ, r`1, βq and an extension θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β1 q of θ̃|H r`2 pβ1 ,Λ1 q there is a semisimple character θ P
CpΛ, r, βq such that the restriction to H r`1 pβ1 , Λ1 q is θ1 and the restriction to H r`2 pβ, Λq is θ̃.
Proof. We only need to show the case where rΛ2 , n2 , r, β2 s is simple, because the general case
is then obtained by induction along the simple blocks of rΛ2 , n2 , r, β2 s. The proof proceeds by
an induction along the critical exponent k0 “ k0 pβ, Λq. If β is zero we take for θ the trivial
0
character. Consider now ´k0 ě n: At first we prove the case where r is smaller than t ´k
2 u.
Then by [22, 3.15] there exists an element θ P CpΛ, r, βq such that the block restrictions are
the block restrictions of θ1 and an extension of θ̃|H r`2 pβ2 ,Λ2 q to H r`1 pβ2 , Λ2 q, if rΛ2 , n, r, β2 s is
a simple block of rΛ, n, r, βs. If rΛ2 , n, r, β2 s is not a simple block of rΛ, n, r, βs then there is a
simple block rΛ1,i , n, r, β1,i s such that β2 and β1,i have the same minimal polynomial over F .
Take for θ2 the transfer of θ1,i . Then θ1,i b θ2 is an element of CpΛ1,i ‘ Λ2 , r, β1 ` β2 q, and we
0
apply [22, 3.15] to obtain the desired assertion. We consider now the case that r ě t ´k
2 u. Then
we take a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, ´k0 , γs equivalent to rΛ, n, ´k0 , βs which is split under
the V 1 ‘ V 2 and split under the associate splitting of β. By induction hypothesis we find a
common extension θ1 P CpΛ, r, γq of θ1 ψγ1 ´β1 and θ̃ψγ´β to H r`1 pβ, Λq. Put θ :“ ψβ´γ θ1 .
Lemma 13.5. Let θ1 P CpΛ1 , r, β1 q and θ2 P CpΛ2 , r, β2 q be two semisimple characters, then
there exists a semisimple stratum rΛ :“ Λ1 ‘ Λ2 , n “ maxpn1 , n2 q, r, β1 ‘ β21 s such that the
groups H r`1 pβ2 , Λ2 q and H r`1 pβ21 , Λ2 q coincide, and an element of CpΛ, r, β1 ‘ β21 q with restrictions θ1 and θ2 on H r`1 pβ1 , Λ1 q and H r`1 pβ2 , Λ2 q, respectively.
Proof. Because of Lemma A.8 we can accomplish the proof successively in adding simple characters to θ1 : Say θ2 is the product of simple charactersřθ2,i using its associated splitting, and
1 q with restrictions θ and θ
suppose that we have found a character θ P CpΛ, r, β1 ` i β2,i
1
2,i for
all indexes i. Then θ and θ2 have the same block restrictions on the p2, iq-blocks, and thus by
1 q and θ2 coincide. So thus let us assume without loss of generality
Corollary A.9 θ|H r`1 pΛ2 ,ři β2,i
that θ2 is simple. We prove the statement by induction on r. If r is n then we take for θ the trivial characters. If r ă n then by induction hypothesis there is a character θ̃ P CpΛ, r ` 1, γ1 ‘ γ21 q
with restrictions θi |H r`2 pβi ,Λi q , i “ 1, 2. By the translation principle [18, 9.16] there is a simple
stratum rΛ2 , n, r, β22 s with γ21 in the first member of a defining sequence such that CpΛ2 , r, β2 q is
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equal to CpΛ2 , r, β22 q. Suppose that we could have chosen β22 such that rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘β22 s is semisimple. Now we can apply Lemma 13.4 which provides a semisimple character θ1 P CpΛ, r, β1 ` β22 q
with restrictions θ1 and θ̃. Thus there is an element a P a2´1´r such that θ2 is equal to θ1 ψa
on the domain of θ2 . We define θ :“ ψa θ1 and we choose β21 P A2 such that rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘ β21 s
is a semisimple stratum equivalent to rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘ pβ22 ` aqs, which would finish the proof by
Lemma A.8.
Now we have to show that β22 can be chosen such that rΛ, n, r, β1 ‘ β22 s is semisimple. If it
is not semisimple, then there is an index i for the associated splitting of β1 such that rΛ1,i ‘
Λ2 , n2 , r, β1,i ‘ β2 s is equivalent to a simple stratum. Then we can find a stratum rΛ2 , n2 , r, β̃2 s
with β̃2 having the same minimal polynomial as β1,i such that F rβ̃2 sˆ normalizes Λ2 . The
stratum is simple by the formula for the critical exponent which only depends on the period
of Λ2 , which is the same as the period of Λ1 , and the minimal polynomial of β̃2 . The strata rΛ1,i ‘
Λ2 , n2 , r, β1,i ‘ β̃2 s and rΛ1,i ‘ Λ2 , n2 , r, β1,i ‘ β2 s are equivalent to simple strata. Thus the
sum rΛ2 ‘Λ2 , n2 , r, β2 ‘β2 s is equivalent to a simple stratum by a small combinatorial argument,
i.e. the corresponding strata intertwine [18, 6.16]. And thus they are conjugate by intertwining
implies conjugacy for simple strata, see [18, 8.1]. So we can replace β22 by a conjugate of β̃2 .
This finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 13.3. By Proposition 10.4, given a semisimple endo-class, the restriction to
the blocks gives a tuple of simple endo-classes. Conversely, given a tuple of simple endo-classes,
take from every class a value of a ps-character, so that one gets a tuple of simple characters. By
Lemma 13.5 there is a semisimple character which has the given simple characters as restrictions.
The corresponding pss-character defines a semisimple endo-class.
Recall that the degree of a simple character is independent of intertwining and transfer. Thus we
define the degree of a simple endo-class c P E to be the degree of the values of the ps-characters
in c, and we denote it by degpcq.
r “ GLF pV q
Theorem 13.6. The set of intertwining classes of full semisimple characters for G
is in bijection to the set of those endo-parameters f which satisfy
ÿ
degpcqf pcq “ dimF V.
(13.7)
cPE

r denote by ci the endo-classes of its
Proof. For a full semisimple character θ P CpΛ, r, βq for G,
i
simple block restrictions θi , and put fi “ dimF V { degpci q (which are integers), for i P I. The
endo-classes ci and the integers fi are invariant under intertwining, by Theorem 9.1. Thus we
get an endo-parameter f given by
#
fi if c “ ci , for some i P I,
f pcq “
0 otherwise,
which depends only on the intertwining class of θ and satisfies (13.7).
Conversely, given an endo-parameter f , write supppf q “ tci | i P Iu. Then Proposition 13.3
gives us a full semisimple endo-class corresponding to supppf q. We ř
pick any pss-character Θ in
this endo-class, with corresponding semisimple pair r0, βs and β “ iPI βi numbered such that
the simple block restriction Θi has endo-class ci , for each i P I. Since degpci q “ rF rβi s : F s,
we can choose a realisation of each βi on an F -vector space V i of dimension f pci q degpci q. The
sum of these gives us a realisation of the semisimple pair r0, βs on (a space isomorphic to) V ,
and the realisation of Θ on this space gives us a full semisimple character.
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It is straightforward to check that the two maps described are the inverses of each other.

13.2

Classical endo-parameters

Here we want to describe the intertwining classes of G` and of G. We start at first with G` .
Let us fix pσ, q. We call a self-dual semisimple character elementary if it is simple (hence skew
simple) or non-skew and the index set contains two elements. If a self dual pss-character has an
elementary value, then all its values are elementary and if there is a non-skew value then all of
its values are non-skew. Thus we call a self-dual pss-character elementary if one (equivalently
all) of its values is elementary. Moreover, if a self dual pss-character is endo-equivalent to an
elementary one then it too is elementary and either both are skew or both are non-skew. Thus,
the notions of skew elementary and non-skew elementary depend only on the endo-class, and we
apply them to endo-classes as well. Let E´ “ Eσ, be the set of full elementary pσ, q-endo-classes
(including the pσ, q-zero-endo-class).
One invariant of an intertwining class of skew semisimple characters comes from the theory of
matching Witt towers, i.e. if two skew semisimple characters θ and θ1 intertwine by an element
of G` then block-wise the Witt towers match. We now encode this into the invariants in the
following way.
We consider the class of pairs pβ, tq where β is zero or β generates a self dual field extension F rβs
and t is an element of Wσ, pF rβsq. Two such pairs pβ1 , t1 q and pβ2 , t2 q are called equivalent if:
(i) t1 and t2 are hyperbolic;
(ii) t1 and t2 are not hyperbolic, the βi are non-zero, λβ1 pt1 q is equal to λβ2 pt2 q, and the Witt
towers match;
(iii) t1 and t2 are not hyperbolic, β1 “ β2 “ 0 and t1 “ t2 .
The equivalence classes are called Witt types. The set of Witt types is denoted by Wσ, and we
denote the class of hyperbolic Witt towers by 0.
Definition 13.8. A pσ, q-endo-parameter is a map f “ pf1 , f2 q : Eσ, Ñ pN ˆ Wσ, q of finite
support, such that for all non-skew elements c P Eσ, the Witt type f2 pcq is zero.
The aim now is to prove that a natural set of pσ, q-endo-parameters parametrises the G` intertwining classes of self-dual semisimple characters of G` (and similarly for G). As in the
f in
case of G̃, we write E´
for the set of finite subsets of E´ , and we have:
f in
Proposition 13.9. There is a bijection between E´
and the set of all full pσ, q-endo-classes.

Proof. The proof mimics that of Proposition 13.3. Using a completely analogous proof, or by
the Glauberman correspondence, we get the following two G` -version of Lemma 13.5.
Lemma 13.10. Let θ1 P C´ pΛ1 , r, β1 q and θ2 P C´ pΛ2 , r, β2 q be two self dual semisimple characters, then there exists a self dual semisimple stratum rΛ :“ Λ1 ‘ Λ2 , n “ maxpn1 , n2 q, r, β1 ‘ β21 s
r`1
r`1
and an element of C´ pΛ, r, β1 ‘β21 q with restrictions θ1 and θ2 on H´
pβ1 , Λ1 q and H´
pβ2 , Λ2 q,
respectively.
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Proof. The proof is completely analogous. The only difference is that one has to add elementary
self dual characters and the element a is skew-symmetric. We use the translation principle
Theorem A.1 for elementary self dual characters.
This also completes the proof of Proposition 13.3, which follows directly from Lemma 13.10.
To state the main theorem we need two more notions: For an elementary endo-class c we
define degpcq to be the degree of the restriction to the first block. Secondly, we attach to a Witt
type T :“ rpβ, tqs the Witt tower W TF pT q :“ λβ ptq (λ0 :“ idF ) of Wσ, pF q .
Theorem 13.11. The set of intertwining classes of full self-dual semisimple characters for G`
are in bijection with the set of pσ, q-endo-parameters f “ pf1 , f2 q which satisfy
ÿ
degpcqp2f1 pcq ` dimanpf2 pcqqq “ dimF V
cPE´

and
ÿ

W TF pf2 pcqq “ h” .

cPE´

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 13.6; we just need to keep
track of Witt towers, using Theorem 9.5, while the multiplicities for the classical simple endoclasses have the meaning of the F rβs-Witt index instead of the F rβs-dimension of the block.
We conclude the classification of the intertwining classes of semisimple characters for a special
orthogonal groups G. For that let us fix a symplectic form hsym on V if the F -dimension is
even. We take a system of representatives R of F ˆ {p˘1 ` pF q.
Corollary 13.12. Suppose σ “ id and  “ 1, then the set of G-intertwining classes of maximal
self dual semisimple characters is in bijection with the union of the two following sets:
(i) The set of orthogonal endo-parameters whose support contains the orthogonal zero-endoclass, and
(ii) The set of pairs pf, yq, where the first coordinate is an orthogonal endo-parameter whose
support does not contain the orthogonal zero-endo-class and where the second coordinate
is either 1 or ´1.
The bijection is given in the following way: Let Φ be the bijection from Theorem 13.11 and
let θ´ P C´ pΛ, 0, βq be a self dual semisimple character in V . Let rθ´ s` and rθ´ s be the G` and G-intertwining class of θ´ , respectively. Then,
(i) if β has a zero-component then rθ´ s` “ rθ´ s and is mapped to Φprθ´ s` q, otherwise
(ii) β has no zero-component and rθ´ s is mapped to the pair pΦprθ´ s` q, yq where y equals 1
if only if there is an isometry from hsym to hβ of determinant in p1 ` pF qR.
Proof. Theorem 13.11 and Theorem 11.2.
Remark 13.13. If V is odd dimensional then G` -intertwining classes are the same as Gintertwining classes, in the orthogonal case, because there is an element of determinant ´1 in
the centre. Another way of seeing this is that the support of the corresponding orthogonal
endo-parameter always contains the zero-endo-class.
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A

The translation principle for self dual semisimple characters

In this section we generalize the translation principle from semisimple and skew-semisimple
characters, see [18, 9.28], to self dual semisimple characters.
For a stratum ∆ “ rΛ, n, r, βs we write mp∆q for the set n´r pβ, Λq X a´pr`k0 pβ,Λqq , where the
set n´r is defined as in section 2.4 with arbitrary β. The pro-p-subgroup p1`mp∆qq of P´k0 ´r pΛq
normalises the stratum as already 1`n´r does and therefore in the case of a semisimple stratum
it also normalises every character in CpΛ, m, βq.
Theorem A.1. Let ∆ “ rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs and ∆1 “ rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ 1 s be self dual semisimple strata
with the same associated splitting, say pVj qjPJ , such that
CpΛ, r ` 1, γq “ CpΛ, r ` 1, γ 1 q.
À
Let rΛ, n, r, βs be a self dual semisimple stratum, with associated splitting V ś
“ iPI V i , such
that rΛ, n, r ` 1, βs is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γs and γ is an element ofÀ iPI Ai,i . Then,
1i1 and an
there exists a self dual-semisimple
rΛ, n, r, β 1 s, with splitting V “
i1 PI 1 V
ś j,j stratum
element u of p1 ` mp∆qq X j A X G` , such that rΛ, n, r ` 1, β 1 s is equivalent to rΛ, n, r ` 1, γ 1 s,
ś
1 1
with uγ 1 u´1 P i1 PI 1 Ai ,i and
CpΛ, r, βq “ CpΛ, r, β 1 q.

A.1

Idempotents and self dual minimal strata

Lemma A.2 ([18] 7.13). Let pkr qrě0 be a Ş
decreasing sequence of σ-invariant oF -lattices in A
such that kr ks Ď kr`s , for all r, s ě 0, and rě1 kr “ t0u. Suppose there is an element α of k0
which satisfies α2 ´ α P k1 . Then there is an idempotent α̃ P k0 such that α̃ ´ α P k1 . Moreover,
if σh pαq “ α then we can choose α̃ such that σh pα̃q “ α̃.
For the self dual setting we also have to consider idempotents e which satisfy σh peqe “ 0.
Lemma A.3. Let pkr qrě0 be as in Lemma A.2 and suppose that α is an element of k0 such
that α2 ” α and σh pαqα ” ασh pαq ” 0 modulo k1 . Then there is a idempotent α̃ such
that σh pα̃qα̃ and α̃σh pα̃q are zero.
Proof. Lemma A.2 provides a symmetric idempotent e congruent to α ` σh pαq modulo k1 . Then
h pαq
the element α1 “ e 1`α´σ
e satisfies α1 ` σh pα1 q “ e. We follow now the idea of the proof of
2
Lemma [18, Lemma 7.13]. It is easy to check that α2 :“ 3α12 ´ 3α13 also satisfies α2 ` σpα2 q “ 1
and the result follows in the same way as in loc. cit..
Corollary A.4. Let pkr qrě0 be as in Lemma A.3. Suppose that α1 , . . . , αl are elements of k0
such ř
that αi2 ” αi and αi αj ” 0 modulo k1 for all i and all j different from i. Suppose further
that i αi ” 1 modulo k1 and that there is an action of σ on I “ t1, . . . , lu such that σh pαi q
is congruent to ασpiq for all indexes i P I. Then thereřare idempotents α̃i congruent to αi
modulo k1 which are pairwise orthogonal and such that i α̃i is 1 and such that σh pα̃i q “ α̃σpiq
for all indexes i.
Proof. The proof is the same as in [18, Corollary 7.14]. Using the Lemmas A.2 and A.3.
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Corollary A.5. Suppose ∆ “ rΛ, q, m, βs and rΛ, q, m, β 1 s are equivalent skew-simple strata
and suppose that ∆ is split by V “ ‘i V i , and suppose that the set of idempotents of this
splitting is invariant
σh . Then there is an element u of p1 ` mp∆qq X G such that uβ 1 u´1
ś under
i,i
is an element of i A .
ř
ř
Proof. The action of σh on the idempotents gives a sum 1 “ iPI0 1i ` iPI` p1i ` σp1i qq and
by [18, 9.25] there is an element g of p1`mp∆qqXG such that gβ 1 g ´1 is split by koPI{σh V o . Thus
we only need to consider the case where I is one orbit with two elements. In this case I “ t`, ´u
take σh -permuted idempotents 11` and 11´ commuting with β 1 , which exist by Corolary A.4.
Then the case follows now from [18, 9.15] which provides an element pg` , g´ q and we take the
element u :“ pg` , σh pg` q´1 q.
Proposition A.6. Suppose rΛ, n, n´1, αs is a skew-stratum which is equivalent to a semisimple
stratum and let φ be the characteristic polynomial of the stratum with primary factors φi . Then
it is equivalent to a self dual semisimple stratum rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β 1 s, and the action of σ on the
index set I 1 (for the associated splitting) satisfies
σh pφi qp´Xq “ p´1qdegpφi q φσpiq pXq,

(A.7)

for all indexes i P i.
Proof. The stratum is equivalent to a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs, say with associated
idempotents p1i qiPI . The skew-symmetry of α implies that the strata rΛ, n, n´1, βs and rΛ, n, n´
1, ´σp βqs are equivalent and thus by [18, 7.17] the idempotents are permuted by σh modulo a1 ,
which defines an action of σ on I such that (A.7) is satisfied. Corollary A.4 provides pairwise
orthogonal ř
idempotents ei congruent to 1i which sum up to 1 and satisfy σh pei q “ eσpiq . The
map g :“ i ei 1i P P1 pΛq conjugates rΛ, n, n ´ 1, βs to a semisimple stratum which is split
by pei qi . For the indexes i fixed by σ the stratum rΛ, n, n ´ 1, β 1 “ gβi g ´1 s is equivalent to
a skew and a simple stratum, i.e. to a skew-simple stratum [21, 1.10], and for the remaining
1
indexes take a section I` through the non-singleton orbits and replace βσpiq
by ´σh pβi q for
all i P I` .

A.2

Equal sets of semisimple characters

À
Lemma A.8 (see [18, 9.11]). Suppose that V “ k V k is a splitting which refines the associated
splitting of a semisimple strata
n, r, βs. Suppose further that θ is an element of CpΛ, r, βq
śrΛ, k,k
and a is an element of a´r´1 X k A such that θk ψak is a semisimple character in CpΛk , r, βk q.
Then
to a semisimple stratum rΛ, n, r, β 1 s which is split by V “
À krΛ, n, r, β ` as is equivalent
1
β q and ψa CpΛ, r, βq coincide. If there is a semisimple character θ1 P
k V , and the sets CpΛ, r,
À
CpΛ, r, β 2 q such that V “ k V k refines the associated splitting of rΛ, n, r, β 2 s such that θk1 “
θk ψa for all k and H r`2 pβ, Λq is equal to H r`2 pβ 2 , Λq. Then θψa and θ1 coincide and CpΛ, r, β 2 q
is equal to CpΛ, r, β 1 q.
Proof. The proof is the same as in [18, 9.11] (The statement is slightly different, but the proof is
the same.) One just shows that rΛk , n, r, βk ` ak s is equivalent to a simple stratum for every k,
using derived strata.
À
Corollary A.9 ([18, 9.12]). Suppose that V “ k V k is a splitting which refines the associated splittings of two semisimple strata rΛ, n, r, βs and rΛ, n, r, β 1 s and suppose that there are
characters θ P CpΛ, r, βq and θ1 P CpΛ, r, β 1 q such that θk and θk1 coincide, for all k. Then, the
set of semisimple characters coincide and θ is equal to θ1 .
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Proposition A.10. Suppose C´ pΛ, r, βq coincides with C´ pΛ, r, β 1 q, say with associate split1
tings p1i qiPI and p1i qi1 PI 1 . Then there is an element of g P P1´ pΛq which normalizes every
character of C´ pΛ, r, βq such that g1i g ´1 “ 11τ piq where τ is the bijection from I to I 1 such
that 1i ” 11τ piq modulo a1 .
We denote the normalizer of a character θ P CpΛ, r, βq by npθq. Note that all elements of CpΛ, r, βq
have the same normalizer.
Proof. The bijection τ exists by [18, 9.9]. Take a decomposition I “ I0 Y I` Y I´ which gives
1 “ 10 `1` `1´ “ 10 `1` `1´ and the same for I 1 “ I01 Yτ pI` qYτ pI´ q. Then 10 ” 110 , 1` ” 11`
and 1´ ” 11´ modulo Sr pβ, Λq. By [18, 9.23(iii)] there is an element g of P1´ pΛq X npθq which
sends V 0 to V 10 . Thus by Corollary A.9 we only have to prove the proposition for the cases
where I0 or I` is empty. The case where I` is empty is [18, 9.23(iii)]. So let us assume that I0
is empty. By [18, 9.23(iii)] there is an element g “ pg` , g´ q P Sr pβ, Λq which sends the splittings
to each other with respect to τ . Then g 1 “ pg` , σh pg` q´1 q P P1´ pΛq maps V i to V 1τ piq . Take a
1
1 and thus by the isometry property of g 1
character θ P CpΛ, r, βq, then θig1 ´1 “ θi1 for all i1 P I`
1
this equality extends to the whole of I . By Corollary A.9 the sets CpΛ, r, g 1 βg 1´1 q and CpΛ, r, β 1 q
are the same.

A.3

Proof of the translation principle

Here we prove Theorem A.1 granting that we have already the Theorem for the skew-case ( [18,
9.28]) and the G̃-case ( [18, 9.16]).
Let J “ J0 Y J` Y J´ be a partition with respect to σ and write J`´ for J` Y J´ .
(i) At first we assume that J0 is empty. By [18, 9.16] (the G̃-case) there is a semisimple stratum rΛJ` , n, r, βJ1 ` s such that CpΛJ` , r, βJ` q is equal to CpΛJ` , r, βJ1 ` q and such
that γJ1 ` satisfies the desired conjugation property. Thus rΛ, n, r, β 1 “ βJ1 ` ` σh pβJ1 ´ qs
is a self dual stratum and γJ1 ` YJ´ satisfies the desired conjugation property such that
its set of semisimple characters coincides on the blocks of V J` and V J´ with the corresponding restrictions of CpΛ, r, βq. Take θ P CpΛ, r, βqσ and an extension θ1 P CpΛ, r, β 1 qσ
of θ|H r`2 pβ,Λq . By Proposition A.10 we can assume that β and β 1 have the same associated
ś
splitting. Take a self dual a P a´r´1 X i Ai,i such that θ “ θ1 ψa . Then by Lemma A.8 the
stratum rΛ, n, r, β 1 ` as is equivalent to a self dual semisimple stratum, say with entry β 2 ,
with the same associated splitting as β 1 and such that CpΛ, r, β 2 q and CpΛ, r, βq coincide.
(ii) Here we prove how we can reduce to the case where J only consists of one element.
Suppose we have proven the Theorem for simgleton case. By (i) and the singleton case
we obtain CpΛ, r, β 1 q which coincides with CpΛ, r, βq on every simple block for j P J0 and
on the block corresponding to J`´ . Using Proposition A.10 we can assume that β and β 1
have the same associated splitting and we finish the proof by Lemma A.8 in the same
manner as at the end of (i).
(iii) Here we prove the case where J is a singleton. We follow the part (iv) of the proof
of [18, 9.16]. Note, that by Corollary A.5 we can replace ∆1 by any equivalent stratum.
Thus by Proposition [18, 9.24] we can assume that CpΛ, r, γq and CpΛ, r, γ 1 q coincide.
Take σh -equivariant tame corestrictions s and s1 for γ and γ 1 , respectively, which satisfy
the assertions of [10, 5.2], in particular spxq is congruent to s1 pxq modulo al for all x P al´1
and all integers l. The stratum rΛ, r, r ` 1, spβ ´ γqs is equivalent to a semisimple stratum,
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by [18, 6.15] , and as in [18, 9.16 proof (iv)] it follows that rΛ, r, r`1, s1 pβ ´γqs is equivalent
to a semisimple stratum . Further s1 pβ ´γq is skew-symmetric, and by Proposition A.6 the
2
stratum is equivalent to ř
self dual semisimple stratum, say with associated splitting pV i q.
2
2
Thus rΛ, q, r, β 2 :“ γ 1 ` i2 1i pβ ´ γq1i s is equivalent to a self dual semisimple stratum
2
with associated splitting pV i q by [18, 6.15] and [21, 1.10], and by [18, 9.6] there is an
element u P p1 ` mp∆1 qq X G such that β 1 :“ uβ 2 u´1 is congruent to γ 1 ` β ´ γ modulo a´r .
This finishes the proof.

B

Intertwining and Conjugacy for self dual semisimple characters

Here we generalize “Intertwining implies conjugacy”, to self dual non-skew characters. It is
known for skew-semisimple characters and for semisimple characters, see [18, 10.2,10.3].
Theorem B.1. Let θ P C´ pΛ, r, βq and θ1 P C´ pΛ, r, β 1 q be two semisimple self dual characters
which intertwine over G` such that the matching ζ : I Ñ I 1 satisfies
1ζpiq

Λij {Λij`1 – Λj

1ζpiq

{Λj`1 ,

for all indexes i P I and integers j. Then, there is an element of P ´ pΛq X
conjugates θ to θ1 .

ś

iA

i,ζpiq

which

Proof. The involution σ acts on the index sets I and I 1 and this action commutes with the map ζ
by the matching theorem [18, 10.1]. We therefore obtain for the decompositions I “ I0 Y I`´
1
1 . Then consider the splittings V 0 k V `´
and I 1 “ I01 Y I`´
that ζ sends I0 to I01 and I`´ to I`´
10
1`´
`´
and V k V
. The hyperbolic spaces V
and V 1`´ are isometric, i.e. V 0 and V 10 are
isometric. Take an isometry g of pV, hq which sends V 0 to V 10 and V `´ to V 1`´ . By [17, 5.2]
we can modify g such that g is an element of P ´ pΛq. So we assume without loss of generality
`´
that V 0 and V 10 coincide. We show next that there is an element of G` XAutF pV 0 qˆAut
śF pV i,ζpiqq
1
which intertwines θ with θ . By Theorem [18, 10.2] there is an element g̃ P P pΛq X i A
which conjugates θ to θ1 . Taking the intertwining formula [22, 3.22] and conjugating back with g̃
we obtain that Ipθ, θ1 q coincides with Sr pβ 1 , Λqg̃ ´1 Bβˆ1 Spβ, Λq which is a subset of
Sr pβ 1 , ΛqpAutF pV 0 q ˆ AutF pV `´ qqSpβ, Λq.
As in [21, 4.14] we prove that the intersection of Ipθ, θ1 q with G` is contained in
pSr pβ 1 , Λq X G` qppAutF pV 0 q ˆ AutF pV `´ qq X G` qpSr pβ, Λq X G` q
and thus we obtain that the restriction of θ and θ1 on V 0 and on V `´ intertwine by an element
of UpV 0 q and UpV `´ q, respectively. By Corollary A.9 we can restrict to the cases where I “ I0
or I “ I`´ . The first case is precisely [18, 10.3] and the second case is an easy exercise using
Theorem [18, 10.2] (on V ` and V 1` ) and Corollary A.9.
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